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6 Preliminary Evaluation of Alternatives
6.1 School Assignment Practices and Available Space
The Wellesley Public Schools District has seven (7) elementary schools total. They are comprised of the
same grade configurations, grades K-5, and three different classroom totals, as follows:
•
•
•

4 Elementary Schools with 3 classrooms per grade (considered 18-classroom schools)
2 Elementary Schools with 2 classrooms per grade (considered 15-classroom schools)
1 Elementary School with 2 classrooms per grade (considered a 12-classroom school)

The District is comprised of smaller neighborhood districts the perimeters of which are defined by major
roadways and/or geographic features along with school capacity. Each district school draws students
primarily based on a “neighborhood” concept. Parents can petition to send a child to other schools. The
Superintendent makes these decisions.
After Elementary School education, all students go to the one Middle School in the District followed by
the one High School in the District.
The primary concern established in the Statement of Interest is the need for replacement of obsolete
buildings The Upham and Hardy schools are being evaluated under this project with the MSBA and the
Town is evaluating the replacement of the Hunnewell Elementary School as a separate (non-MSBA)
project. Given the need for replacement of these three existing schools, the School Department has
determined that there is no available space at other schools in the District to permanently accommodate
the population of the Upham Elementary School without taking on a replacement or renovation project.

6.2 Tuition Agreements with Adjacent School Districts
Wellesley Public Schools does not have tuition agreements with other districts. Students are able to
attend choice districts or charter schools. The issues outlined in the Statement of Interest could not be
addressed or mitigated by initiating tuition agreements with other districts.

6.3 Renting, Acquisition of Existing Buildings for School Use
As part of the site analysis process, the Town evaluated other available sites and buildings for the Upham
Elementary School student population, which could be leased or otherwise acquired. The Town
purchased 3 private residence properties along Worcester Street (Route 9) abutting the Hardy school to
expand the potential of that existing site for a school redevelopment project. The Town purchased the
North 40 parcel from Wellesley College several years ago. That property is in the initial stages of Master
Planning. There is currently no existing infrastructure available at that site to support a school. That
master planning process will not be developed on a time frame that is compatible with the immediate
needs of this project. Other existing buildings in Town were considered for use as swing space, but
there were no other properties available for acquisition that would be a feasible option for renovations
required to transform the building into acceptable school educational use space.
Preliminary Design Program
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6.4 Available Sites Analysis
Planning for the major renovation or replacement of the Hardy, Hunnewell, and Upham schools has been
ongoing since 2012 within multiple committees. The HHU Master Plan Committee (2016-17), over an 11month process that included significant analysis and deliberations on enrollment and appropriate school
size, recommended that the Town rebuild two 19-classroom K-5 schools, one at Hunnewell and one at
either Hardy or Upham. The third school would be rebuilt when enrollment trends past 2,350 students or
the schools are no longer meeting educational needs. The HHU MPC also recommended feasibility
studies be performed on all three sites. The School Committee accepted these recommendations as part
of its HHU Position Statement (2017; revised 2018).
The district understands that the MSBA feasibility study includes two enrollment scenarios: One with
Upham being rebuilt for 240 students in a seven elementary school scenario, and one with either Hardy or
Upham rebuilt for 365 students in a six-school scenario.
During the master planning process, the Town looked for available sites for the two new or renovated
schools. Other than the existing HHU sites, no additional sites were identified. (locations of Hardy and
Upham are noted in the aerial image below)
The School Building Committee has included new and addition/renovation options of 365-student
schools at both Hardy and Upham in this PDP submission. The educational plan voted by the School
Committee for the Hardy/Upham project indicates a strong preference for the 365-student approach and
outlines the educational benefits of having at least three classrooms per grade in each school.
The Special Town Meeting held on December 9, 2019, further demonstrates support within Town for this
size of school, as the vote passed approving design funds for an all-new, 19-classroom school at
Hunnewell.
Figures for each site reviewed are included in Section 6.6
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List of Site Alternatives

#

Site

Assessor’s Map Parcel ID

1

Ernest F. Upham Elementary School

133-2

2

John D. Hardy Elementary School

171-59

1.

UPHAM ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Upham Elementary School: Property line shown in red, building
setback shown in blue

The existing Ernest F. Upham Elementary School is approximately 12
acres and is located at 35 Wynnewood Road in Wellesley,
Massachusetts and is identified as Parcel 133-2 by the Wellesley Tax
Assessor. The existing school site is within the Single Residence 20
(SR20) zoning district. Per section II.A.8.b, of the Town of Wellesley
Zoning Bylaws, educational purposes are allowed by right.
The property consists of the existing school, parking areas, play
areas including a small rectangular filed area for youth soccer, and
one limited use little league baseball field. It is bordered by residential
properties on all sides. There are no environmental resource areas on
the site.
Based on the buildable area, its history as a public-school site and
the location in a dense residential neighborhood and the school’s
attendance zone make Upham a potentially viable location for a new
school. The large amount of ledge noted throughout the site will be a
significant consideration for this option.
Preliminary Design Program
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2.

HARDY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Hardy Elementary School: Property line shown in red, building
setback shown in blue

The existing John D. Hardy Elementary School is approximately 7.5
acres and is located at 293 Weston Road in Wellesley,
Massachusetts and is identified as Parcel 171-59 by the Wellesley
Tax Assessor. Additional properties that are part of this site abut the
school to the north and are identified as 826 Worcester Street (ID
171-76), 822 Worcester Street (ID159-75), and 818 Worcester Street
(ID159-74). These properties are currently under the ownership of the
Board of Selectmen until a site determination has been made for the
Upham/Hardy project. The total area of all properties is 8.9 acres. All
parcels are within the Single Residence 10 (SR10) zoning district. Per
section II.A.8.b, of the Town of Wellesley Zoning Bylaws, educational
purposes are allowed by right on land owned or leased by the
Commonwealth or any of its agencies.
The site is bordered by Weston Road to the west, Hardy Road and
single-family residences to the south, and single-family residences to
the north and east. There are no environmental resource areas on the
site.
Based on the buildable area, its history as a public-school site and
the recent acquisition of three residential parcels accessed from
Route 9, the site is a potentially viable location for a new or
renovated school. The location adjacent to a heavily travelled Route
9 and the school’s attendance zone currently crossing that significant
highway are significant considerations for this option.
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6.5 Construction Alternatives Including Cost Estimate and
Schedules
Multiple construction alternatives were developed, including a base repair alternative as well as an
alternative including renovation, additions and entirely new construction on the existing Hardy and
Upham sites. The options consider the district’s swing space needs which include occupied phased
renovation, modular classrooms, and internal swing space at both sites. The matrix below identifies those
options and the following sections provide a description of each construction alternative. Although
discussed in detail, the formal evaluation of these alternatives will commence at the outset of the next
phase. Cost estimates for each alternative are attached to the end of this section.

Options

Ernest F. Upham
12 acres

1
2
3

6
7

8.9 acres

Base Repair (Code Upgrade)
240 Students
Existing GSF: 36,500
Renovation & Addition
240 Students
Approx. GSF: 73,130
Renovation & Addition
365 Students
Approx. GSF: 80,790
Renovation & Addition
365 Students
Approx. GSF: 82,951

4
5

John D. Hardy

New Construction
240 Students
Approx. GSF: 71,970
New Construction
365 Students
Approx. GSF: 81,270
New Construction
365 Students
Approx. GSF: 81,270

Option 1 - Base Repair of Upham; Seven schools; K-5, 240 student enrollment
The base repair and code upgrade alternative with no modification of existing spaces or their function
does not address the current undersized spaces, nor does it meet the educational program.
Preliminary Design Program
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The existing building is approximately 36,500 square feet (including 2,475 square feet of new modular
classrooms), making it well below the MSBA suggested size of 62,932 square feet. The multi-purpose
room used as Gymnasium and Cafetorium is inadequate for both uses and the building does not have
enough space to accommodate the growing SKILLS program population. In addition, various core parts
of the building are inaccessible due to the lack of elevators between the levels in the 1957 original
building and the 1967 additions.
This alternative would include modifications to meet the Americans with Disabilities Act requiring the
addition of elevators, revision of all doors, hardware and swing clearances to satisfy current codes,
updates to the exterior walls to meet the energy code, updates to the building systems not only for code
compliance but since they are past their useful life, and abatement of hazardous materials. Windows are
past their useful life and would be required to meet the energy code.
This alternative will result in an estimated construction cost of $12,974,502 and an assumed construction
duration of two years with work occurring during summer breaks and would not support the delivery of
the district’s educational program.

Option 2 - Upham; Seven schools; K-5, 240 student enrollment
This option considers partial demolition and renovation of the existing elementary school, with new
additions for the gymnasium, SKILLS facilities, and classroom space. Proposing to maintain the original
1957 building, most of the 1967 addition, and demolishing the modular classrooms. Upgrades to the
existing spaces and building additions are constructed to meet the school’s educational needs. In order
to accommodate the program, the final building would have a total of 2 (two) stories, one existing and the
inclusion of an upper level on the new addition. Occupied phased construction is not feasible requiring
swing space to be located off site or behind the school on the baseball field for the entire student body
during the construction of this option. New construction which would include the gymnasium, OT/PT,
classrooms, SKILLS, and support space. Subsequent phases for demolition of the existing modular
classrooms and renovation of the existing school would be required. The portion of the existing building
to be demolished is approximately 13,518 square feet, the portion to remain and be renovated is
approximately 22,963 square feet and the additions total approximately 50,197 square feet, the final total
building area would be approximately 73,130 square feet.
This alternative will result in an estimated construction cost of $44,049,746 and an assumed construction
duration of two years, followed by six months to remove the modular units and for final site improvements
and would not support the delivery of the district’s educational program.
Option 3 - Upham; Six schools with equalized enrollments; K-5, 365 student enrollment
This option includes partial demolition and renovation of the existing elementary school, with new
additions for the gymnasium, SKILLS facilities, and classroom space. Proposing to maintain the original
1957 building, demolishing most of the 1967 addition and the modular classrooms. Upgrades to the
existing spaces and building additions are constructed to meet the school’s educational needs. In order
to accommodate the program, the final building would have a total of 2 (two) stories, one aligning with the
existing first floor and the inclusion of an upper level. Occupied phased construction is not feasible
requiring swing space to be located off site or behind the existing school on the baseball field for the
entire student body during construction of this option. The portion of the existing building to be
demolished is approximately 13,518 square feet, the portion to remain and be renovated is approximately
22,963 square feet and the additions total approximately 57,827 square feet, the final building area would
be approximately 80,790 square feet.
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This alternative will result in an estimated construction cost of $47,877,557 and an assumed construction
duration of two years, followed by six months to remove the modular units and for final site improvements
and would require further analysis to determine if this option supports the delivery of the district’s
educational program.
Option 4 - Hardy; Six schools with equalized enrollments; K-5, 365 student enrollment
Partial demolition and renovation of the existing elementary school, with new additions for the
gymnasium, cafetorium, and classroom space. This option proposes to maintain the original 1923/24
building, demolishing the existing 1956 and the 1994 additions and the modular classrooms. The goal of
this alternative is to maintain the original character of the original school while renovating and providing
additions, which are constructed to meet the school’s educational needs. In order to accommodate the
program, the final building would have a total of three (3) stories, two existing levels aligning with the
existing upper and lower levels and the inclusion of a third classroom level due to the sloping grade of the
site. Occupied phased construction is not feasible and will require the inclusion of modular classrooms to
accommodate the full student population behind the existing school or off-site. The portion of the existing
building to be demolished is approximately 26,326 square feet, the portion to remain and be renovated is
approximately 19,583 square feet, including the 15,118 square foot original portion, and the additions
total approximately 63,368 square feet. Full demolition and site clearing will be required before the start of
construction at the three residential properties along Route 9.
This alternative will result in an estimated construction cost of $48,473,990 and an assumed construction
duration of two years, followed by six months for removal of the modular classroom units and for final site
improvements and would support the delivery of the district’s educational program.

Option 5 - Upham Site; Seven schools; K-5, 240 student enrollment
Construction of a new two-story elementary school building on the existing Upham Elementary School
site. This option will not require the relocation of the students and staff to accommodate the construction
of the new building in the northern portion of the site. The site has the ability to be accessed from two
directions improving safety, traffic and security during construction phases. This alternative will involve
full demolition of the existing school after the new building completion. All spaces would be in line with
the school district’s educational plan, and all spaces would be adequately sized per the MSBA standards.
The existing building to be demolished is 36,500 square feet and the new elementary school is
approximately 71,970 square feet with an estimated construction cost of $52,155,144 and an assumed
construction duration of 2 years followed by six months for the demolition of the existing building and the
final site improvements.
Option 6 - Upham Site; Six schools with equalized enrollments; K-5, 365 student enrollment
Construction of a new two-story elementary school building on the existing Upham Elementary School
site. This option will not require the relocation of the students and staff to accommodate the construction
of the new building in northern portion of the site, eliminating any need for temporary classrooms or
swing space. The site can be accessed from two directions improving safety, traffic and security during
construction phase. This alternative will involve full demolition of the existing school after new building
completion. All spaces would be in line with the school district’s educational plan, and all spaces would
be adequately sized per the MSBA standards. The existing building to be demolished is 36,500 square
feet and the new elementary school is approximately 81,270 square feet with an estimated construction
cost of $56,802,486 and an assumed construction duration of 2 years (assumes early site construction for
Preliminary Design Program
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clearing and ledge removal) followed by six months for the demolition of the existing building and the final
site improvements.

Option 7 - Hardy Site; Six schools with equalized enrollments; K-5, 365 student enrollment
The architectural and engineering descriptions provided for the new 365-student building at the Upham
Site apply to this alternative in their entirety. This alternative separates the new construction from the
original 1924 building, which can either be completed in a make-safe, weathertight state and be left under
Town management as one option or removed in its entirety in a second option. For the purpose of
evaluating the Upham and Hardy sites equally, the Preliminary Design Report focuses on the second
option (not retaining the 1923 building) but both may be studied during the Preferred Schematic Report.
The existing building to be demolished is 30,791 square feet and the new elementary school is
approximately 81,270 square feet. Full demolition and site clearing will be required before the start of
construction at the three residential properties along Route 9. This option has an estimated construction
cost of $55,685,433.
Overall Conclusion
All seven construction alternatives were developed to understand scope and schedule and then, were
evaluated with order of magnitude cost estimates. A detailed description of each of the alternatives
follows.
Options 1, 2 and 5 do not meet the goals established in the educational plan or the suggested MSBA
area required for the District's preferred school population.
Option 3 could be partially renovated and would include major building additions intended to meet the
goals of the educational plan that would accommodate a 365-student enrollment. The limitations of the
existing building and the site topography and challenges of adding more than double the area to the
existing facility suggest this option will be unlikely to meet the District's goals.
Option 4 could be partially renovated and would include major building additions intended to meet the
goals of the educational plan that supports six schools with equalized enrollments of 365 students.
Option 5 would include the construction of an all-new 240-student enrollment school, however this does
not meet the stated objectives of the District to operate a total of six equally sized 3 section schools to
meet the goals of the educational plan that would accommodate a 365 student enrollment at each.
Modular temporary classrooms and phased construction would be required.
Option 6 would meet the educational goals for a plan that supports six schools with equalized
enrollments of 365 students. It would not require relocation of students and staff during construction, and
would improve traffic, safety and security. New athletic fields would be developed after existing building
demolition.
Option 7 would meet the educational goals for a plan that supports six schools with equalized
enrollments of 365 students. It would not require relocation of students and staff during construction, and
would improve traffic, safety and security. Full demolition and site clearing of the three properties along
Route 9 would be required, new athletic fields would be developed after existing building demolition, and
the original 1923/24 portion of the Hardy building may be made-safe and under town management or
may be demolished.
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As mentioned before, the base repair and code upgrade alternative with no modification of existing
spaces or their function does not address the existing unsatisfactory condition of inadequate educational
spaces, the inefficiencies of the school’s multiple levels and poor circulation and organization. The
existing building is approximately 36,500 square feet (including 2,475 square feet of new modular
classrooms), making it well below the MSBA suggested size of +/- 63,000 square feet.

Option 1 - No new construction, internal repairs and code required upgrades only

Description
The base repair alternative requires an assessment of the impact and cost of addressing the following
deficiencies, without a major building project:
-

Accessibility Code Limitations
Energy Code Compliance
Life Safety Code Compliance
Kitchen and Cafeteria Code Compliance
Building Systems Code Compliance
Preliminary Design Program
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-

Hazardous Materials
Program Delivery Impediments

Accessibility Code Limitations
General site improvements, listed below in the site section, will be included to make the access to the
main building MAAB/ADA compliant.
The northern portion of the building, where the Library and Music room are located, is only accessible by
stairs and does not comply with MAAB/ADA. The southwest end of the building, where the kindergarten
classrooms are, is several steps lower than the rest of the building. In both cases, ramps or lifts would
need to be added.
In addition, Section 4a. identifies the areas that would require accessibility upgrades, outlined below:
-

Safety nosing on the top and bottom riser of each flight of stairs
Non-complaint handrails and guardrails
Lack of ramps from street to the building
Lack of guardrails and handrails at exterior ramps
Insufficient push/pull clearances at doors
Lack of ADA Door operators at entry doors
Non-compliant toilet fixtures and sinks
Insufficient grab bars at toilets
Exposed piping below sinks (no apron)
Lack of 5’-0” turning circle at some toilets
Manual sink faucets
Non-compliant height at some urinals
Inaccessible workstations in the kitchen
No handicap accessible work, pass-over and cashier stations at the cafeteria serving line

Energy Code Compliance
In a code minimum upgrade scenario, applicable regulations have thresholds that trigger full code
compliance requirements; for energy code compliance, systems and components of systems that are
replaced must meet the current code.
The composition of the exterior walls of the original 1923/25 and 1952 buildings is load bearing CMU
masonry with an exterior wythe of brick. There is no insulation in them, making these walls thermally
inefficient. This scope includes their insulation. The exterior walls of the 1972 addition consist of insulated
metal panels, however, the amount and quality of insulation would not meet today’s requirements and
should be updated.
The storefront entry systems were recently replaced and meet current safety standards. However, the
windows are mostly original and would need to be replaced in full to meet applicable energy code
requirements.
Roof insulation is in fair condition, as discussed in Section 4a, but would not meet the applicable energy
code requirements and should be replaced.
Life Safety Code Compliance
In a code minimum upgrade scenario, applicable regulations have thresholds that trigger life safety code
upgrades based on the overall value of the proposed work (including the value of work that has been
performed over prior years). It is probable that the energy code and accessibility related upgrades would
5 | p. 10
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be in excess of these thresholds. Were more minimal upgrades pursued so as to not cross the full
upgrade thresholds, there are no requirements to modify existing life safety non-conformances that were
code compliant at the time of their original installation. However, the intention of this option will be to
make the school safe and secure for the foreseeable future, therefore, full upgrades are assumed.
As described in section 4a.5, the building has no automatic sprinklers, no hose cabinets or fire
department standpipes. The required actions regarding fire protection are described in detail under the
“Fire Protection” section.
In addition, the following areas have been identified below that would require life safety code compliance
upgrades:
-

Lack of handrails at ramps and stairs
Door hardware and closers are non-compliant
Doorknobs are required to be replaced with handles or push bars as required
Wire glass in many classroom doors required to be replaced with fire rated glass with equivalent
rating
Egress doors are required to have emergency lighting in path of egress
Emergency electrical system does not meet code
Fire notification devices need to be installed in classrooms, library and restrooms
The fire alarm needs to be replaced to meet most recent MAAB/ADA requirements

Warming Kitchen and Cafeteria Code Compliance
The Upham school does not have a dedicated Cafeteria space. Tables are set up in the gymnasium
during the lunch period and broken down again after. As such, no upgrades have been noted for the
Cafeteria space. The following items are required in this alternative to provide Code compliance within the
Warming Kitchen:
-

Provide adequate janitorial and locked detergent storage space.
Provide stainless steel wall shelving for storage.
Provide dry storage room with door.
Provide appropriate quantity of hand washing sinks throughout the preparation, cooking, serving
and ware washing areas.
Provide double preparation sinks with adequate drainboards.
Replace all degraded tables and shelving constructed of inappropriate materials (galvanized
steel, painted steel and wood tops).
Comply with handicap accessibility (i.e. staff toilets, workstations, traffic aisles).
Provide Code compliant serving elements with food protection and temperature maintenance
equipment.
Provide adequate floor drainage and water capture.
Provide dedicated handicap accessible staff toilet(s) and lockers.
Repair/replace walls surfaces, ceilings and flooring that have severely degraded as required to
meet the current standards for sanitation and safety compliance.

Site:
Site work in this option is focused on meeting current accessibility Codes. Existing non-compliant ramps,
guardrails and handrails would be replaced. On-site sidewalks would be regraded and repaired to provide
Preliminary Design Program
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an accessible route from the adjacent streets to the school. The existing accessible parking spaces would
be regraded to meet required slopes, and the accessible route from the spaces to the main entrance
would be regraded and striped.

Structural:
The base repair and Code upgrade should have limited structural impact. For Level 1 work as described
in the Chapter 7 of IEBC 2015, any parapets that are constructed of unreinforced masonry shall be
braced to resist seismic forces. It appears that no portion of the existing roofs have parapets therefore no
portion of the buildings are likely to be subject to this requirement of the Code.
It is recommended that any additions for elevators be structurally separated from the existing building
using seismic separation joints to prevent the transfer of forces between the two structures. The elevator
pits will consist of 10” thick reinforced concrete foundation walls supported on a continuous 12" thick
reinforced concrete mat foundation. Structural system will either be all reinforced concrete masonry units
(CMUs) or a combination of steel framing with CMU elevator shaft walls, both with concrete slab on metal
deck floors.
Architectural:
Two elevators are required to serve the northern portion of the building, including the 1967 and modular
additions from the rest of the building.
Exterior walls require analysis for insulation and accompanying moisture mitigation. All exterior windows
would be replaced with minimum double glazed thermally broken windows. All doors and hardware,
interior finishes - ceiling, floor and interior partitions, case work and teaching walls would be repaired. All
interior glazing shall be replaced with tempered or safety glass. The addition of an adequate toilet rooms
for teachers near classroom area is required.
HVAC:
HVAC work will focus on the existing systems repair and service, replacement of broken components and
of all equipment to ensure the existing systems operation.
In the classrooms, unit ventilators fresh air intakes will be cleaned and sealed around the perimeter;
outside air motorized dampers serviced, repaired or replaced (as required); air filters replaced; fan
sheaves adjusted, fan motors serviced, repaired or replaced (as required); unit ventilator cabinets cleaned
of debris and repainted; heating coils cleaned or replaced (if not operational); valves and accessories
serviced and replaced (if not operational); existing temperature controls serviced, repaired or replaced (if
not operational). The current window air conditioners will be serviced, repaired or replaced (if not
operational).
Existing exhaust fans sheaves will be adjusted, fan motors serviced, repaired or replaced (as required).
Existing air conditioning equipment will be serviced, repaired or replaced in similar kind (if not
operational). Additionally, it should be noted that many of the fans are located within 10’ of the edge of
the building and rails would need to be installed to meet current regulations.
Air filters in the air handling equipment will be replaced; every unit component inspected and cleaned of
debris; motorized air dampers serviced, repaired or replaced (if not operational), fan sheaves adjusted,
fan motors serviced, repaired or replaced (if not operational), heating coils cleaned or replaced (if not
operational), valves and accessories serviced, repaired or replaced (if not operational), air conditioning
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components serviced, repaired or replaced (if feasible), existing temperature controls serviced, repaired
or replaced (if not operational).
In the heating plant, boilers and associated controls will be serviced and repaired, and faulty parts
replaced. Boiler flues will be serviced, repaired and sections replaced as required. Portions of piping,
associated accessories and controls will be replaced. Hot water pumps, controls, and accessories will
be serviced, repaired or replaced (if not operational)
All air diffusers and registers will be cleaned and replaced if broken. The ductwork will be cleaned,
pressure tested and sealed if feasible. Ductwork insulation will be repaired or replaced (as required).
Hot water piping leaks will be repaired. Piping will be insulated in accessible locations and if exposed.
In terminal heating units (such as unit heaters, cabinet unit heaters, etc.) fan sheaves are to be adjusted,
fan motors serviced, repaired or replaced (as required); unit cabinets repainted; heating coils cleaned or
replaced (if not operational); valves and accessories serviced and replaced (if not operational); existing
temperature controls serviced, repaired or replaced (if not operational). All HVAC equipment and systems
supports will be inspected and components added if required.
Plumbing:
Existing domestic cold, hot water piping, sanitary, waste and vent piping, natural gas piping, storm
drainage piping, and kitchen waste piping are operational and are in fair condition but appear to be the
original systems. Domestic water piping and plumbing fixtures throughout the school will be replaced to
eliminate possible sources of lead in drinking water and to comply with current water conservation
requirements.
New reduced pressure backflow preventers will be installed to each water supply serving janitor’s sinks to
protect the service from detergent injection devices (per the DEP regulation 310 CMR 22).
The existing domestic hot water heater will be reused under this option. Hot water piping affected by the
repair will be replaced with new piping. Domestic hot water will be distributed in “L” type copper tube
with wrought or cast copper fittings. New thermostatic mixing valve will be installed in the boiler room.
The roof drains are in relatively good condition. The drains include cast metal dome tops, flashing
clamps/ gravel stops and cast-iron bodies. The existing roof drains and piping will be reused. Some
missing or damaged roof drain dome tops will be replaced as needed.
The existing underground sanitary drainage piping will be reused. The existing sanitary waste piping will
be modified to accommodate the repair work. Above ground sanitary drainage and vent will be piped in
cast iron with “no-hub” joints (3” or larger). Piping smaller than 3 inches will be piped in copper. Piping
below the floor will be weight cast iron hub and spigot.
No modification to the existing natural gas system is anticipated under this Alternative.
Plumbing fixtures will be added as necessary and all existing fixture will be replaced with NSF 61 leadfree fixtures in the facility in accordance with 248 CMR.

Preliminary Design Program
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Water closets and urinals will be commercial vitreous china, wall hung, water saving type, lead-free and
ADA/MAAB compliant where required. Lavatories will be wall mounted china with concealed arm fixture
carriers. Each floor will include a janitor’s closet with a corner mop service basin. Toilet cores on each
floor will include alcove-recessed electric water coolers, in a high-low handicapped accessible
configuration to meet MAAB requirements.
Fire Protection:
If the existing building is renovated to any substantial degree, including to meet Code regulations, the
entire building requires upgrading with a fire suppression system per latest Massachusetts Building Code
780 CMR Chapter 9 and per NFPA-13 standard. A new dedicated fire service to the building will be
required from the site to feed the automatic fire sprinkler system coverage throughout the building. NFPA
standard requires that all areas of the building shall be protected with wet fire suppression sprinklers.
Unheated areas will require a dry system. Any egress stairs will have standpipe system with 2 ½” hose
valve. Additionally, standpipes will be located so that no part of the building is more than 200 feet from a
standpipe valve.
Sprinkler heads in areas with finished ceilings will have concealed pendant type and in areas with no
suspended ceilings will be upright sprinkler heads. All sprinklers will be quick response heads. Sprinkler
heads in mechanical rooms and areas subject to physical damage will be provided with Wire guards.
The fire protection piping will be schedule 40 piping with threaded fittings for any piping sized 1½” and
less. For sizes over 2”, schedule 10 piping with roll grooved fittings and couplings will be used. All valves
controlling the flow of water will be equipped with supervisory devices that report to the Fire Alarm
system. Kitchen hood will be protected with a dry agent “Ansul R-102” packaged hood suppression
system.
Electrical:
Currently the building’s electrical service is feeding an 800A Main Breaker, 120/208V, 3Ø, 4W CT section
located in the boiler room. The 800A Main Breaker section, 600A main distribution panel, and other
equipment appears to be in good operable condition. However, the equipment is nearing or exceeding
20+ years of age and will be required to be replaced in next 10-15 years along with the various
downstream panelboards.
Lighting
All existing fluorescent light fixtures and all controls are recommended to be replaced with new LED style
fixtures which would provide more acceptable light output with increased energy efficiency.
Life Safety/Emergency System
There is no emergency generator at the school premises.
Option 1: Replace the existing life safety battery inverter system(s) with a new centralized 10-15kVA
Emergency Battery inverter system to serve life safety egress lighting loads. This would provide the
required 90 minutes of egress emergency lighting runtime to select new LED lighting fixtures throughout
the building.
Option 2: Provide a new 40kW generator to serve a 150A emergency panelboard via an Automatic
Transfer Switch (ATS) to serve life safety egress lighting loads. This would provide the required 90
minutes of egress emergency lighting runtime to select new LED lighting fixtures throughout the building.
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Exit signs appear to be old illuminated type with battery backup type but is recommended to be replaced
with all new exit signs throughout the building. All exit signs would be served via either the new central
emergency battery inverter or new emergency generator power via emergency panelboard.
Fire Alarm
The recommendation to replace the fire alarm with a new non-proprietary addressable fire alarm system.
The new FACP would reside in the main electrical room or main office. All new notification and initiation
devices is recommended to replace all the conventional devices in lieu of retrofitting the devices to the
new system to avoid compatibility issues.
Security
The school is currently equipped with a system with a video intercom system at the main entrance with
card reader access. CCTV cameras were observed mounted at building entrances. The system has been
recently upgraded in the last year. New exposed conduits below ceilings run along the corridors for the
new security and PA system.
Site Lighting
The exterior site lighting is comprised of recently upgraded LED building mounted fixtures and appears to
be relatively new. Currently several It is recommended to replace all of the parking lot lighting that consist
of 3 high pressure sodium fixtures, minimally spaced.
Hazardous Materials
A preliminary hazardous material survey analysis shows positive for asbestos containing material, limited
building components with lead-based paint and presence hazardous materials. For a detailed report on
the materials to be abated and costs, see Section 4a.14. The code repair option will include all required
measures recommended in the preliminary hazardous material survey.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 240 students
in seven schools. Due to the size of the existing classrooms, this enrollment, and the corresponding
space needs cannot be provided by a no-build option. No work related to increasing the capacity of the
facility is included in the scope of this alternative.
Program Delivery Impediments
Upham Elementary School inefficient and sprawling organization of disconnected program elements is
not suited to meet the cultural and pedagogical requirements of a modern elementary school. The code
repair option does not address the minimum requirements suggested by MSBA.
School Requirements
Upham Elementary School delivers a comprehensive curriculum which is dependent on a wide range of
learning environments with sufficient physical space and technology resources. However, the building
lacks primary learning spaces when compared to current MSBA space standards and it does not satisfy
the space requirements for the SKILLS program currently offered by the school.

Preliminary Design Program
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The multi-purpose room used as Gymnasium and Cafeteria is inadequate for both uses, a curtain divides
the main space from OT/PT (formerly the school stage) and storage where cafeteria tables and rolling
food service bars are stored.

As mentioned, the Upham Elementary school offers the SKILLS program within the district. The success
of the program has become visible through its growth in recent years, however the school’s physical
space struggles to meet the demand and other learning spaces, like the music room, are being
repurposed to accommodate the SKILLS program. More space, specific for this program is required for it
to continue.
Collaborative teacher planning spaces are severely limited throughout the school. Currently, the only
space teachers can collaborate is within the teachers’ work room, which also serves as their break room.
The addition of grade level teachers’ work rooms would facilitate collaboration within each neighborhood
cluster.
Physical education and athletic facilities are inadequate for the offered programs. Other deficiencies are
outlined in the Space Summary found in Section 3 of this report.
Schedule Overview
Option 1 would be implemented over 24 months; and would be phased over potentially 2 school years
and/or multiple summers. This Option would allow the project to be completed by the start of the
2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 1 is:
$12,974,502
The estimated project cost excluding Swing Space for Option 1 is:
$16,218,128
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 1 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

Cost

Cons
•

Value for cost

•

The completed construction would not accommodate the current or future curriculum.

•

No space or flexibility is provided for the projected growth in student population.

•

Loss of space due to increasing code required space such as elevator, compliant stairs,
accessible toilets, etc.

•

A resultant population limit of approximately 175 students in a one section school.
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Renovation of original 1957 building and most of the 1967 addition. Demolition of a portion of the 1967
addition and 1990s modular addition. Two (2) story addition consisting of new Gymnasium, SKILLS
facilities and classroom space.

Option 2 – Addition & Renovation at Upham for 240 students. Existing building is shown in white, the new additions are
shown in orange, road/parking is shown in gray, field area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
This alternative proposes to maintain the original 1957 building, most of the 1967 addition, and
demolishes the modular classrooms. Occupied phased construction is not feasible requiring swing space
to be located off site or behind the school on the baseball field for the entire student body during the
construction of this option.
The existing portion of the building will remain one level, and will maintain the main entrance location with
the adjacent administration, custodial and medical area offering passive surveillance. Just off the main
entry, is the cafetorium, media center, STE, arts and gymnasium, keeping the more public amenities
easily accessible. To the west, the kindergarten classrooms are kept in the same location and the
adjacent spaces will be renovated to include a learning commons.
Other grades will be located in the northern portion of the building and will be arranged by grade level
neighborhood clusters including full integration of Special Education learning environments, SKILLS
program, neighborhood learning commons, teacher collaboration and reading rooms. The neighborhood
commons that links all these spaces together offers communal space for collaboration to occur between
classrooms as well as gathering spaces for the entire grade level. The clusters on the first floor will serve
Preliminary Design Program
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the younger grade levels of Kindergarten, Grades 1, 2 and 3, while the clusters on the second floor will
serve Grades 4 and 5.
In the center of the building, the multi-purpose room will be renovated to be the cafetorium and the
rooms adjacent to it will be repurposed to accommodate stage, reheat kitchen, quiet dining and storage
spaces.
The portion of the existing building to be demolished is approximately 13,518 square feet, the portion to
remain and be renovated is approximately 22,963 square feet and the additions total approximately
50,197 square feet.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be reorganized, upgraded and/or constructed new to meet current life safety
codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be renovated, reorganized and/or constructed new to
meet current accessibility codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All existing roofs, windows and doors will be replaced or renovated to meet current energy codes and
standards. Existing exterior walls to remain would be improved to the best standard possible. All new
addition construction will be constructed in full compliance with the same, including the exterior
envelope, HVAC and lighting systems.
Site
Site work will include clearing of existing forested area and blasting. Existing pavement to remain will be
resurfaced. The portion of the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or abandoned in
place where appropriate, and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
The building addition will extend into a portion of the existing field which will require excavation and rock
blasting in order to achieve necessary grades. Additional areas of the site would need to be cleared in
order to construct new field areas and parking.
Primary vehicular access to the site will remain from Lowell Road and Wynnewood Road. The one-way
circulation pattern on the school property is to remain. The main entrance drive would be a continuation
of Lowell Road, followed by a parking lot access loop leading to the building front entrance. An additional
site access road from Dukes Road would be constructed which would connect to the main parking area.
It is anticipated that both driveways would be used for pick-up and drop-off. The new entrance could be
restricted to one-way into the site during drop-off as a safety measure. The front area would operate as it
does today, and the additional driveway would allow cars to enter and exit the site via Dukes Road.
Additional parking would be added to the northern parking area that could be utilized by staff. Full
separation of parent and bus traffic is not feasible in this scenario. In this scenario, all existing parking
and access drives would need to be demolished and reconstructed as new.
New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. A new fire lane may be installed around the building depending on direction from the Town.
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The existing baseball field will be renovated, and accessible paths to it will be constructed as feasible
while minimizing clearing and blasting of the wooded area. The existing basketball/play court will be
renovated or replaced with a new play area or green space. The surface of the wood fiber playground will
be renovated, or the play structures will be located to a new area on site with appropriate safety surface
material.
New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Existing drainage patterns
will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will be
maintained.
A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Wynnewood Road, from which a 4” domestic
service and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to
connect from Wynnewood Road to Dukes Road and to loop around the new building to the extent
practical. Refer to the Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Wynnewood Road that currently receives the existing site piping.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Lowell Road or Wynnewood Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be
relocated, and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
It is anticipated that the existing primary and secondary electric services will be able to be maintained for
the new school. The services are relatively new however some upgrades may be necessary for a larger
building. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be installed in parking areas and along roads.
Refer to the Electrical section for Alternative 2.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural
Renovations, alterations, repairs and additions to existing buildings in Massachusetts are governed by the
provisions of the Massachusetts State Building Code (780 CMR - 9th Edition) and the Existing Building
Code of Massachusetts (780 CMR 34.00). Level 1 alterations do not involve any reconfiguration of
spaces within the building (architectural and systems upgrades only). Level 2 alteration scope would
include the reconfiguration of spaces up to 50% of the total floor area. If the area of reconfigured spaces
exceeds 50% of the total floor area, the renovation would be classified as a Level 3 alteration. The
proposed renovation would be classified as Level 2 if not a Level 3 Alteration.
In addition to a review of gravity loads, a Level 2 (or Level 3) alteration requires a review of the existing
structure’s ability to resist lateral loads that result from wind and seismic events. Section 807.5 states:
“...the structure of the altered building or structure shall be shown to meet the wind and seismic
Preliminary Design Program
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provisions of the International Building Code.” This requirement will have a significant impact on any
proposed renovation as there is no verifiable lateral force resisting system for the original building or the
its additions. The original building and addition were designed and constructed before the modern
Massachusetts State Building Code (780 CMR MSBC) went into effect in 1975. The prevailing codes at
those times did not require the structure to be designed or detailed with a deliberate seismic or other
lateral force resisting system.
It may be possible to utilize the existing masonry walls to aid in the lateral resistance for portions of the
building. If necessary, a seismic and wind upgrade to the existing building which can include diagonal
steel braces, new reinforced masonry or concrete shear walls, reinforcement of existing brick masonry
walls with shotcrete, or a combination of these methods. These methods for the upgrade of the structure
may require new foundation elements, be quite difficult, and cost prohibitive.
Structural systems for new construction will be as follows:
The new addition will be seismically isolated so that the structure of the new addition will be designed to
meet the current Code for new buildings under wind and seismic provisions while the existing renovated
building will be designed to meet the Code for existing buildings under wind and seismic provisions.
New foundation systems will consist of conventional reinforced concrete foundation walls at the
perimeter of the buildings, and isolated reinforced concrete spread footings in the interior. The new
ground-floor level will include a conventional 4” slab-on-grade reinforced with welded wire fabric in the
classroom spaces, 5” slab-on-grade in the common spaces, and a 6” slab- on-grade in the new
mechanical and electrical rooms. The elevator pits will consist of 10” thick reinforced concrete foundation
walls supported on a continuous 12” thick reinforced concrete mat foundation.
Structural floor framing systems for new construction will consist of composite steel beams and girders
framed into wide flange steel or tubular shaped steel columns. Floor construction would be 4 ½ in. normal
weight concrete composite metal deck slab reinforced with welded wire fabric. The weight of the
structural steel is estimated to be 13 psf for the typical framing, which includes columns and diagonal
bracing. A water vapor reducing admixture will be provided in the cast-in-place concrete slabs. All steel
beams and girders will be spray fireproofed. The metal floor deck will not need to be fireproofed.
New roof framing will consist of wide flange steel beams and girders supported on wide flange or tubular
steel columns. The roof framing will be decked with a galvanized, corrugated 3 in. deep, Type ‘N’ metal
roof. The weight of the structural steel is estimated to be 14 psf. At locations of roof supported
mechanical equipment, a 6 in. thick composite slab will be provided on wide flange structural steel
beams. The weight of the structural steel is estimated to be 15 psf at these locations.
The roof construction in long span areas such as the gymnasium would be cellular acoustic, galvanized,
corrugated 3 in. deep, Type ‘NCAS’ metal roof deck on long span steel joists spanning between wide
flange steel beams and on wide flange or tubular columns. The weight of the steel joists and structural
steel framing is estimated to be 14 psf.
The sizing of the roof decking and framing assumed that the entire roof except at location of the
mechanical equipment would be supporting photovoltaic panels, however, depending on the
arrangement of roof levels and the panels, strengthening, increased sizing, or reduced spacing of
supporting members, additional roof reinforcing, and/or a deeper metal deck may all be required to
support the increased loading or to ease the attachment of the rooftop solar panels.
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HVAC

While the 1957 and 1967 buildings are being renovated in this alternative , all HVAC systems within that
building will be removed. The new HVAC system for renovated and added parts of the school building
will be designed in accordance with all applicable Massachusetts Codes and ASHRAE Standards.
Heating and cooling will be provided by the variable refrigerant flow (VRF) heat exchange energy recovery
system that will serve ducted heat pump units (ACU) installed above ceilings.
The air-cooled condensing units (ACCU) serving indoor VRF heat pumps will be roof or ground mounted.
Dedicated outdoor air system units will provide ventilation to the classrooms and air handling units will
support large, single-zone spaces. Both unit types will be provided with dx heat pump coils.
Air-source variable refrigerant flow (VRF) heat recovery system configured with modular outdoor aircooled condensing units, branch distribution control units and distributed indoor evaporator units will
provide heating and cooling.
Outdoor, air-source condensing units will be configured with compressors with inverter control
technology and will support simultaneous heating and cooling of the zones served. The ACCUs will be
modular style.
Branch Distribution Control Units will provide multi-zone distribution and control of refrigerant from the
common outdoor ACCUs to the indoor evaporator units to provide simultaneous heating and cooling
amongst the zones served. Refrigerant piping and control wiring will be provided between the ACCUs
and the Branch Distribution Control Units. Condensate drain piping will be provided.
Heat Pump Units (ACU) will be ducted. The refrigerant piping will run between the indoor unit to the
Branch Distribution Control Units. Condensate drain piping will be provided.
VAV terminals will be provided before each heat pump unit (ACU).
All auxiliary heating terminals will be electric.
Plumbing
While the 1957 and 1967 buildings are being renovated in this alternative, all existing domestic water
systems within those buildings will be removed. Existing below slab sanitary drainage and storm drainage
throughout the buildings will remain if they are verified to be in good condition and have not exhibited
settlement resulting in back-pitch. All new plumbing systems will be designed in accordance with the 9th
Edition of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Building Code, 248 CMR Fuel Gas and Plumbing Code,
Latest addition of National Fuel Gas Code NFPA 54. The new addition will include new sanitary waste and
vent, storm drainage and domestic water systems to serve all new fixtures and roof drains.
The building will include a new 4” domestic water supply which will enter into the facility through boiler
room. Reduced Pressure Backflow Preventer will be provided to the main domestic water supply to
protect the service (per the DEP regulation 310 CMR 22). Potable water will meet both the NSF 61 and
NSF 372 standards for lead free safe drinking water Act. Boiler water feed and make-up, and any other
mechanical system connections will be fed through reduced pressure-principle backflow preventers.
Preliminary Design Program
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Domestic cold water inside the building will be “L” type copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings.
All cold-water piping will be insulated to prevent condensation.

The facility will include a central hot water system. Two new water heaters will be manifolded together
and connected to the hot water supply piping and will be located in the boiler room. Water heaters will be
high efficiency (94%), and each will include a 130-gallon ASME tank, 550 GPH in capacity similar to A.O
Smith BTH-500. The domestic hot water distribution will have dual temperature hot water supply /
recirculation systems in the building. One system will operate at 140°F and will serve the kitchen
dishwasher and 3-Compartment sink. The other system will operate at 120°F and will serve the other
kitchen appliances, custodian room sinks, locker room, lavatories and classroom sinks. All lavatory
faucets will have thermostatic mixing valves to temper water supply. Domestic hot water will be
distributed in “L” type copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings. The hot water (HW) and recirculating (HWC) piping will be insulated per IECC 2012.
The surface of the building addition’s roof deck will be drained with dual level promenade drains with the
lower drain bodies flashed into the waterproofing membrane. Roof with parapet wall will have overflow
drains. Overflow drains will be extended to exterior wall with nozzle. The rainwater system will be sized to
handle a rainfall rate of 4 inches per hour, with a total runoff from the main roof and the roof deck of just
under 1 cubic foot per second. The storm system will be installed in cast iron piping with all horizontal
piping insulated to prevent condensation. The storm system will exit at various location of the building
and connect to the site storm water collection system.
The sanitary waste system for the addition will drain by gravity and collect to exit the building, connecting
to the site sanitary sewer system. A dedicated grease waste line will be installed to collect grease laden
wastewater from the kitchen appliances and fixtures. The grease line will exit the building adjacent to the
Sanitary Sewer and will be connected to an exterior grease trap outside the building. Grease traps will be
provided at the source for any prep sinks. A new exterior concrete grease trap structure will be provided
to intercept grease laden waste prior connection to site sewer system. Chamber vents from the exterior
grease trap will be routed to the roof independent from the rest of the sanitary waste. Above slab
sanitary drainage and vent will be piped in cast iron with “no-hub” joints (3” or larger). Piping smaller than
3-inch will be piped in copper. Piping below slab will be weight cast iron hub and spigot. Art room sinks
will be provided with solids interceptors.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, gas
service capacity and improvements will need to be evaluated.
Plumbing fixtures will be added in the facility to accommodate population of male students and female
students and will be in accordance with 248 CMR Paragraph 10.10, Table 1. Plumbing fixtures will be
equipped with the following water conserving features (for 30% indoor water use reduction-LEED-V4,
Credit 2). All new and replacement fixture will be as follows:
Water Closet

Urinals

Lavatory

Dual Flush Valve (Sloan
WES-111, 1.6 gpf up and
1.1 gpf down) Or Electronic
sensor 1.28 gpf flush valve
(Sloan 8111-1.28)

Electronic sensor ultra-low
flow flush valve type0.25gpf (Sloan WEUS
1002) Or Water-free
Urinals (Sloan WES-1000)

Sloan Optima ETF-600-electronic sensor
activated, hand washing faucet with
integral spout temperature mixer, 0.5
gpm flow restricting aerator spray head
and field adjustable run time limit setting.
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Water closets and urinals will be commercial vitreous china, wall hung (ADA compliant). Lavatories will be
undermount china. Each floor will include a janitor’s closet with a corner mop service basin. Each toilet
core will include alcove-recessed electric water cooler, in a high-low handicapped accessible
configuration to meet MAAB requirements. All toilet and mechanical rooms will include floor drains
complete with trap primers. All art rooms will have self-rimming stainless-steel sinks with gooseneck type
faucets (Chicago#786-GN). Boiler room will include a service sink and emergency eyewash/shower
station at the boiler chemical feed. Plumbing roughing connections and faucets will be provided to each
kitchen appliances requiring plumbing work. Non-freeze wall hydrants will be provided along the exterior
wall of school building.
Fire Protection
The entire building shall be protected throughout with a wet automatic fire suppression system. A fire
department Siamese pumper connection will be provided at the exterior wall near a site hydrant. The fire
department connection will be wall-mounted located per the preference of the Wellesley Fire Department.
The system will be designed in accordance with NFPA Standard 13, 2013, the latest Massachusetts State
Building Code and local jurisdiction. A new 6” fire service from the street will be installed to the fire
service room. The room will have a supervised double check valve assembly backflow preventer and wet
alarm check valve. Sprinklers will be supplied from floor control valve stations, consisting of a monitored
shut-off valve, flow switch and an Inspector’s test valve and sight glass. Light hazard areas will include
classrooms, corridors, cafeteria, rest rooms, offices, etc. Ordinary hazard group-1 areas of the building
include kitchen, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, etc.
Sprinkler heads in areas with finished ceilings will be concealed pendant type and in areas with no
suspended ceilings will be upright sprinkler heads. All sprinklers will be quick response heads. Sprinkler
heads in mechanical rooms will be provided with Wire guards.
Fire protection piping will be schedule 40 piping with threaded fittings for piping sized 1½” and smaller.
For sizes larger than 2”, schedule 10 piping with roll grooved fittings and couplings will be provided. All
valves controlling the flow of water will be equipped with supervisory devices that report to the Fire Alarm
system.
Electrical
For electrical work, a 1000 Amp 277/480 Volt, 3-phase (or 1400 Amp 277/480 Volt, 3-phase with a full
cooling system), service is recommended. new primary electrical system will be utilized, a new primary
switch will be installed that will feed new 1000kVA pad mount liquid filled transformer with a 277/480V
wye secondary. A system of new panelboards separated by use; lighting, mechanical and general power
will be provided in dedicated electrical rooms throughout the building to serve equipment, lighting and
branch circuit loads. The existing lighting will be upgraded to high efficiency LED lighting with integral
dimming drivers. A new automated addressable lighting control system with local vacancy sensors,
occupancy sensors and daylight harvesting sensors will be installed in accordance with IECC 2018. The
fire alarm system will be replaced with a new addressable voice evacuation system. Detection devices
will be installed in egress paths for early warning and new speaker/strobe notification appliances installed
throughout per NFPA 72 2016 edition. A Bi-Directional Antennae system throughout the building will be
required as part of this renovation program. A new diesel fired 100-150 kW 277/480V, 3-phase, 4 wire
exterior mounted emergency generator with a sound attenuated weather proof enclosure will be provided
to serve life safety, optional standby and legally required loads. Separate 2-hour rated emergency closets
will be built to house life safety and legally required systems.
Preliminary Design Program
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A new IESS “integrated electronic security system” which consists of 3 sub-systems Intrusion, CCTV and
access control would be installed. The systems are then integrated and viewed as one via a single
security GUI “graphical user interface”. The CCTV system consists of computer servers with image
software, computer monitors, and IP based closed circuit TV cameras. The existing DVtel cameras can be
re-used and integrated to the new VMS system. The head end server shall be located in the head end
MDF room and will be rack mounted. The location of the cameras is generally in corridors and exterior
building perimeter. The exterior cameras will be multi-head type. The system shall fully integrate with the
access control system to allow viewing of events from a single alarm viewer. Camera images and
recorded video shall be linked to the access system to allow retrieval of video that is associated with the
event.

An Intrusion system consists of security panel, keypads, motion detectors and door contacts. The
system is designed so that each perimeter classroom on the ground level will have motion detectors
along the exterior wall, door contacts at each exterior door, and motion detectors in corridors of upper
levels. The system is addressable, so each device will be identified when an alarm occurs. The system
includes remote release buttons in offices that will allow the person to release the door locking
mechanism from their desk. There is digital communicating transmitter, to summon the local police
department in the event of an actual alarm condition in the facility after hours.
The access control system includes a card access controller, door controllers and proximity
readers/keypads. Proximity readers will be used to allow access to only authorized personnel, at all
times. Each proximity reader will have a distinctive code to identify the user and a log will be kept in
memory. The alarm condition shall also initiate real time recording on the integrated CCTV system that is
included as part of this proposed system. The system is programmed with graphic maps allowing the
end-user to quickly identify alarm conditions and lock/unlock doors.
The technology systems infrastructure will be upgraded to Cat 6A for tel/data locations throughout. A
new MDF will be constructed and will distribute OM3 laser optimized 10 gig fiber optic backbone to New
IDF rooms throughout the building. A new master clock system with wireless secondary clocks will be
installed. A new Public-address system will be installed with speakers located throughout the building
designed with the ability to page an individual room or make an announcement in the entire building. The
existing district telephone system head end room will need to be protected and maintained throughout
the renovation. A new Server/MDF room should be constructed and the existing district servers moved
to the new room in a manner that minimizes disruption of services to the district.
Hazardous Materials
A preliminary hazardous material survey analysis shows positive for asbestos containing material, building
components with concentrations of lead-based paint and presence hazardous materials. For a detailed
report on the materials to be abated and costs, see Section 4a.14. This option will include all required
measures recommended in the preliminary hazardous material survey.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 240 students
in seven schools. This option would accommodate these enrollments, and the corresponding space
needs.
Program Delivery Impediments
Most impediments are due to the existing building footprint and sprawling layout, causing disconnection
between the front and back portions of the building: the Administration suite does not have good
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connection to grade neighborhood clusters and the kindergarten cluster is separated from other grades.
It also limits appropriate program adjacencies. There is a difficulty to provide natural day light to all
rooms.
Schedule Overview
Option 3 would be implemented over 2 years, preceded by the abatement and demolition of portions of
the existing school and site clearance and ledge removal and followed by 6 months of final site
improvements. Temporary modular classrooms located behind the existing school on the baseball field or
off site would be utilized to accommodate the demolition and construction. This option would allow the
project to be completed by the start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 2 is:
$44,049,746
The estimated project cost excluding Swing Space for Option 2 is:
$55,062,183
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 2 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

Largely renewed school, leveraging the most recent construction on site for renovation economy

•

Potential energy conservation and lower operating costs

•

Responsive to current educational programming needs

•

Accommodation of current curriculum

•

Space and flexibility are provided for the projected growth in student population

Cons
•

Swing space is required

•

Loss of efficiency and optimal adjacencies due to retrofit

•

Does not meet District Educational Plan and goals

•

Value for cost

Preliminary Design Program
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Renovation of original 1957 building and most part of the 1967 addition. Demolition of part of the 1967
addition and 1990’s modular addition. Two (2) story addition consisting of new Gymnasium, Media
Center, SKILLS facilities and classroom space.

Option 3 – Addition & Renovation at Upham for 365 students. Existing building to remain is shown in white, building
addition is shown in orange, road/parking is shown in gray, field area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
This alternative proposes to maintain the original 1957 building, most of the 1967 addition, and demolish
the modular classrooms. Occupied, phased construction would not be possible. Swing space would
need to be provided through modular classrooms throughout the construction.
The existing portion of the building will remain one level, maintaining the main entrance location and the
adjacent administration, custodial and medical area offering passive surveillance. Just off the main
entrance, is the cafeteria, STE, arts and gymnasium, keeping the more public amenities easily accessible.
To the west, the kindergarten classrooms are kept in the same location and the adjacent spaces will be
renovated to include a learning commons.
Other grades will be located on the northern portion of the building arranged by grade level neighborhood
clusters organized to provide full integration of Special Education learning environments, SKILLS
program, neighborhood learning centers, teacher collaboration and reading rooms. The neighborhood
commons that link the grade level classroom spaces together offer communal space for collaboration to
occur between classrooms as well as gathering spaces for the entire grade level. The clusters on the first
floor will serve the younger grade levels of Kindergarten, Grades 1, 2 and 3, while the clusters on the
second floor will serve Grades 4 and 5.
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In the center of the building, the multi-purpose room will be renovated to be the cafeteria and the rooms
adjacent to it will be repurposed to accommodate stage, reheat kitchen, quiet dining and storage spaces.
In this option, the media center will be located in the second floor.
The portion of the existing building to be demolished is approximately 13,518 square feet, the portion to
remain and be renovated is approximately 22,963 square feet and the additions total approximately
57,827 square feet.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be reorganized, upgraded and/or constructed new to meet current life safety
codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be renovated, reorganized and/or constructed new to
meet current accessibility codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All existing roofs, windows and doors will be replaced or renovated to meet current energy codes and
standards. All new addition construction will be constructed in full compliance with the same, including
the exterior envelope, HVAC and lighting systems. Existing exterior walls that remain will be updated to
maximize insulation where possible.
Site
Site work will include clearing of existing wooded area and will include blasting. Existing pavement to
remain will be resurfaced. The portion of the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or
abandoned in place where appropriate, and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
The building addition will extend into a portion of the existing field and wooded area which will require
excavation and rock blasting in order to achieve necessary grades. Additional areas of the site will need
to be cleared in order to construct new field areas and parking.
Primary vehicular access to the site will remain from Lowell Road and Wynnewood Road. The one-way
circulation pattern is to remain. The main entrance drive would be a continuation of Lowell Road, followed
by a parking lot access loop leading to the building front entrance. An additional site access road from
Dukes Road would be constructed which would connect to the main parking area. It is anticipated that
both driveways would be used for pick-up and drop-off. The new entrance could be restricted to one-way
into the site during drop-off as a safety measure. The front area would operate as it does today, and the
additional driveway would allow cars to enter and exit the site via Dukes Road. Additional parking would
be added to the northern parking area that could be utilized by staff. Full separation of parent and bus
traffic is not feasible in this scenario. In this scenario, all existing parking and access drives would need to
be demolished and reconstructed as new.
New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. A new fire lane may be installed around the building depending on direction from the Town.
Preliminary Design Program
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The existing baseball field will be renovated, and accessible paths to it will be constructed as feasible
while minimizing clearing of the wooded area and blasting where possible. The existing basketball/play
court will be renovated or replaced with a new play area or green space. The surface of the wood fiber
playground will be renovated, or the play structures will be located to a new area on site with appropriate
safety surface material. Additional play areas will be provided due to the larger school population which
will require additional alterations to open space to install new equipment.

New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Existing drainage patterns
will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will be
maintained.
A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Wynnewood Road, from which a 4” domestic
service and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to
connect from Wynnewood Road to Dukes Road and to loop around the new building to the extent
practical. Refer to the Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Wynnewood Road that currently receives the existing site piping.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Lowell Road or Wynnewood Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be
relocated, and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
It is anticipated that the existing primary and secondary electric services will be able to be maintained for
the new school. The services are relatively new however some upgrades may be necessary for a larger
building. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be installed in parking areas and along roads.
Refer to the Electrical section for Option 3.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural
Structural requirements for renovation of the existing building and the structural systems for the new
construction are as described in Option 2.
HVAC:
HVAC work requirements for renovation of the existing building and the HVAC systems for the new
construction are as described in Option 2 modified for the higher student count of 365 Students.
Plumbing
While the 1957 and 1967 buildings are being renovated in this alternative, all existing domestic water
systems within those buildings will be removed. New systems will be installed throughout the facility. The
addition will include installation of all new plumbing systems. Existing below slab sanitary drainage and
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storm drainage throughout the buildings will remain if they are verified to be in good condition and have
not exhibited settlement resulting in back-pitch. All new plumbing systems will be designed in
accordance with the 9th Edition of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Building Code, 248 CMR Fuel
Gas and Plumbing Code, Latest addition of National Fuel Gas Code NFPA 54. The new addition will
include new sanitary waste and vent, storm drainage and domestic water systems to serve all new
fixtures and roof drains.
The building will include a new 4” domestic water supply which will enter into the facility through boiler
room. Reduced Pressure Backflow Preventer will be provided to the main domestic water supply to
protect the service (per the DEP regulation 310 CMR 22). Potable water will meet both the NSF 61 and
NSF 372 standards for lead free safe drinking water Act. Boiler water feed and make-up, and any other
mechanical system connections will be fed through reduced pressure-principle backflow preventers.
Domestic cold water inside the building will be “L” type copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings.
All cold-water piping will be insulated to prevent condensation.
The facility will include a central hot water system. Two new water heaters will be manifolded together
and connected to the hot water supply piping and will be located in the boiler room. Water heaters will be
high efficiency, and each will include a 130-gallon ASME tank, 550 GPH in capacity similar to A.O Smith
BTH-500. The domestic hot water distribution will have dual temperature hot water supply / recirculation
systems in the building. One system will operate at 140°F and will serve the kitchen dishwasher and 3Compartment sink. The other system will operate at 120°F and will serve the other kitchen appliances,
custodian room sinks, locker room, lavatories and classroom sinks. All lavatory faucets will have
thermostatic mixing valves to temper water supply. Domestic hot water will be distributed in “L” type
copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings. The hot water (HW) and re-circulating (HWC) piping will
be insulated per IECC 2012.
The surface of the addition roof deck will be drained with dual level promenade drains with the lower
drain bodies flashed into the waterproofing membrane. Roof with parapet wall will have overflow drains.
Overflow drains will be extended to exterior wall with nozzle. The rainwater system will be sized to handle
a rainfall rate of 4 inches per hour, with a total runoff from the main roof and the roof deck of just under 1
cubic foot per second. The storm system will be installed in cast iron piping with all horizontal piping
insulated to prevent condensation. The storm system will exit at various location of the building and
connect to the site storm water collection system.
The sanitary waste system for the addition will drain by gravity and collect to exit the building by gravity
drainage, connecting to the site sanitary sewer system. A dedicated grease waste line will be installed to
collect grease laden wastewater from the Kitchen appliances and fixtures. The grease line will exit the
building adjacent to the Sanitary Sewer and will be connected to an exterior grease trap outside the
building. Grease traps will be provided at the source for any prep sinks. A new exterior concrete grease
trap structure will be provided to intercept grease laden waste prior connection to site sewer system.
Chamber vents from the exterior grease trap will be routed to the roof independent from the rest of the
sanitary waste. Above slab sanitary drainage and vent will be piped in cast iron with “no-hub” joints (3”
or larger). Piping smaller than 3-inch will be piped in copper. Piping below slab will be weight cast iron
hub and spigot. Art room sinks will be provided with solids interceptors.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations are
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the gas
services will need to be sized and designed accordingly.
Preliminary Design Program
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Plumbing fixtures will be added in the facility to accommodate population of male students and female
students and will be in accordance with 248 CMR Paragraph 10.10, Table 1. Plumbing fixtures will be
equipped with the following water conserving features (for 30% indoor water use reduction-LEED-V4,
Credit 2). All new and replacement fixture will be as follows:
Water Closet

Urinals

Lavatory

Dual Flush Valve (Sloan
WES-111, 1.6 gpf up and
1.1 gpf down) Or Electronic
sensor 1.28 gpf flush valve
(Sloan 8111-1.28)

Electronic sensor ultra-low
flow flush valve type0.25gpf (Sloan WEUS
1002) Or Water-free
Urinals (Sloan WES-1000)

Sloan Optima ETF-600-electronic sensor
activated, hand washing faucet with
integral spout temperature mixer, 0.5
gpm flow restricting aerator spray head
and field adjustable run time limit setting.

Water closets and urinals will be commercial vitreous china, wall hung (ADA compliant). Lavatories will be
undermount china. Each floor will include a janitor’s closet with a corner mop service basin. Each toilet
core will include alcove-recessed electric water cooler, in a high-low handicapped accessible
configuration to meet MAAB requirements. All toilet and mechanical rooms will include floor drains
complete with trap primers. All art rooms will have self-rimming stainless-steel sinks with gooseneck type
faucets (Chicago#786-GN). Boiler room will include a service sink and emergency eyewash/shower
station at the boiler chemical feed. Plumbing roughing connections and faucets will be provided to each
kitchen appliances requiring plumbing work. Non-freeze wall hydrants will be provided along the exterior
wall of school building.
Fire Protection
The entire facility will be protected throughout with a wet automatic fire suppression system. A fire
department Siamese pumper connection will be provided at the exterior wall near a site hydrant. The fire
department connection will be wall-mounted located per the preference of the Wellesley Fire Department.
The system will be designed in accordance with NFPA Standard 13, 2013, the latest Massachusetts State
Building Code and local jurisdiction. A new 6” fire service from the street will be installed to the fire
service room. The room will have a supervised double check valve assembly backflow preventer and wet
alarm check valve. Sprinklers will be supplied from floor control valve stations, consisting of a monitored
shut-off valve, flow switch and an Inspector’s test valve and sight glass. Light hazard areas will include
classrooms, corridors, cafeteria, rest rooms, offices, etc. Ordinary hazard group-1 areas of the building
include kitchen, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, etc.
Sprinkler heads in areas with finished ceilings will be concealed pendant type and in areas with no
suspended ceilings will be upright sprinkler heads. All sprinklers will be quick response heads. Sprinkler
heads in mechanical rooms will be provided with Wire guards.
Fire protection piping will be schedule 40 piping with threaded fittings for piping sized 1½” and smaller.
For sizes larger than 2”, schedule 10 piping with roll grooved fittings and couplings will be provided. All
valves controlling the flow of water will be equipped with supervisory devices that report to the Fire Alarm
system.
Electrical
The Electrical systems for Option 3 are similar to Option 2.
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Hazardous Materials
A preliminary hazardous material survey analysis shows positive for asbestos containing material, building
components with concentrations of lead-based paint and presence hazardous materials. For a detailed
report on the materials to be abated and costs, see Section 4a.14. This option will include all required
measures recommended in the preliminary hazardous material survey.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 365 students.
This option would accommodate these enrollments, and the corresponding space needs.
Program Delivery Impediments
Most impediments are due to the existing building footprint and sprawling layout, causing disconnection
between the front and back portions of the building: the Administration suite does not have good
connection to grade neighborhood clusters and the kindergarten cluster is separated from other grades.
It also limits appropriate program adjacencies. There is a difficulty to provide natural day light to all
rooms.
Schedule Overview
Option 3 would be implemented over 2 years, preceded by the abatement and demolition of portions of
the existing school and followed by 6 to 12 months of final site improvements. Temporary modular
classrooms located on or off site would be utilized to accommodate the demolition and construction. This
option would allow the project to be completed by the start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 3 is:
$47,877,557
The estimated projects cost for Option 3 is:
$59,846,946
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 3 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

Largely renewed school, leveraging the most useful construction components on site for
renovation economy, primarily the original 1956 front wing.

•

Potential energy conservation and lower operating costs with a mostly new building

•

Response to current educational programming needs

•

Accommodation of current and future curriculum
Preliminary Design Program
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•

Space and flexibility are provided for the projected growth in student population

Cons
•

Swing space is required

•

Loss of efficiency and optimal space adjacencies due to retrofit

•

Some hinderance to meeting educational plan goals due to retaining 1956 wing for classrooms

•

Inefficiency due to building footprint and topography of site immediately adjacent to the school

•

Potential loss of a field

•

Added parking will be remote from building entrances or cause additional field loss/construction
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Renovation of original 1923 building and the 1925 addition, and demolition of the 1957, 1994 and 1993/7
additions. Three (3) story addition consisting of new classrooms, gymnasium, cafeteria, administrative
space, and main entrance space.

Option 4 – Addition & Renovation at Hardy for 365 students. Existing building to remain is shown in white, building
addition is shown in orange, road/parking is shown in gray, field area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
This alternative proposed partial demolition and renovation of the existing elementary school, with new
additions for a gymnasium, and classroom space. This alternative will maintain the existing 1923 building
and 1925 addition and demolishes the 1957, 1994, and 1993/7 additions. The goal of this alternative is to
maintain the original character of the 1923/25 academic school building while providing additions
constructed to meet the school’s educational needs. Temporary classrooms would be required to
facilitate the demolition, renovation and construction.
The configuration of the addition and new construction will feature a main entrance with the adjacent
administration area offering passive surveillance. To the west of the main entrance are grade level
neighborhood clusters.
These neighborhood clusters are formed by grouping together the classroom spaces for each grade level
around a learning commons with full integration of Special Education learning environments, teacher
collaboration and support spaces. The learning commons offers communal space for collaboration to
take place between classrooms and grades as well as to provide a gathering space for the entire grade
level. Each of the three (3) building levels will have two (2) grade level clusters, the clusters on the lower
Preliminary Design Program
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floor will serve the younger grade levels, while the clusters on the second floor and third floors will serve
the upper grades.
The upper level of the original 1923/25 building will be renovated to become the new media center, with
music and art classes on either side offering ample natural light to these spaces. A fully modernized
warming kitchen will also be located in the original building. The lower level of the 1923/25 building will
remain custodial and non-programmable space due to its lack of sufficient daylight required of
educational spaces.
The existing gymnatorium will be demolished and a new cafeteria and new centrally located gymnasium
will be constructed as part of the new addition, fully modernized.
The portion of the existing building to be demolished is approximately 26,326 square feet, the portion to
remain and be renovated is approximately 19,583 square feet, including the 15,118 square foot historic
portion, and the additions total approximately 63,368 square feet. Full demolition and site clearing will be
required before the start of construction of the school and the three residential properties along Route 9.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be reorganized, upgraded and/or constructed new to meet current life safety
codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be renovated, reorganized and/or constructed new to
meet current accessibility codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All existing roofs, walls, windows and doors will be replaced or renovated to meet current energy codes
and standards. All new addition construction will be constructed in full compliance with the same,
including the exterior envelope, HVAC and lighting systems.
Site
Site work will include demolition of existing field area, pavement, and play structures, and clearing of
existing trees and vegetation. All site features associated with the existing residential properties will also
have to be removed. Existing pavement to remain will be demolished and reconstructed. The portion of
the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or abandoned in place where appropriate,
and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
Vehicular access to the site will remain from Weston Road and Hardy Road. The main entrance drive from
Hardy Road would be extended to connect to Route 9 north of the site. This would require clearing of
mature vegetated areas and earthwork to establish acceptable grades. This driveway could operate as a
one-way into the site during pick-up and drop-off times. A new circulation loop would be constructed in
place of the existing drop-off loop. The parking area north of the school would remain and additional
parking would be constructed along the new access drive that could be utilized for staff parking.
Vehicular access to the front entrance loop would still be prohibited and could be used for bus circulation
which would allow for separation of parent and bus traffic. In this scenario, all existing parking and access
drives would need to be demolished and reconstructed as new.
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New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. This would include pathways connecting the new parking areas and play areas.
The existing softball field will no longer be able to be used and additional area of the site would need to
be altered to install a new field. Existing play structures would need to be relocated on the site and
accessible paths to them will be constructed. The existing basketball/play court will be renovated or
replaced with a new play area or green space. The surface of the wood fiber playground will be
renovated, or the play structures will be located to a new area on site with appropriate safety surface
material. Additional play areas should be provided due to the larger school population which would
require additional alterations to open space to install new equipment.
New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Some existing structures
may need to be relocated on the site in areas where field and play areas are altered. Existing drainage
patterns will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will
be maintained.
A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Hardy Road, from which a 4” domestic service
and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to connect from
Hardy Road to Route 9 and to loop around the new building to the extent practical. Refer to the
Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Hardy Road that currently receives the existing site piping. Some existing structures that are
on site which service surrounding properties may need to be relocated to avoid conflicts with new
construction.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Weston Road or Hardy Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be relocated,
and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
It is anticipated that the existing primary and secondary electric services will be able to be maintained for
the new school. The existing services are relatively new however some upgrades may be necessary for a
larger building. The existing elevator service from Hardy Road may need to be replaced depending on the
final design of a building elevator. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be installed in parking
areas and along roads. Refer to the Electric section.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural

Preliminary Design Program
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Structural requirements for the renovation of the existing building are as described in Option 2, however
the age and construction type of the original 1923/25 building that is to remain could make this difficult.
Structural requirements for the structural systems for the new construction are as described in Option 2.
HVAC

HVAC work requirements for renovation of the existing building and the HVAC systems for the new
construction are as described in Option 2 modified for the higher student count of 365 Students.
Plumbing
All systems in the existing building will be replaced with new, due to age and condition. New plumbing
systems will be designed in accordance with the 9th Edition of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Building Code, 248 CMR Fuel Gas and Plumbing Code, Latest addition of National Fuel Gas Code NFPA
54.
Plumbing
While the 1923 building is being renovated in this option, all existing plumbing systems within the building
will be removed, including below slab sanitary waste piping. All new plumbing systems will be installed
throughout the renovated space and new addition. All new plumbing systems will be designed in
accordance with the 9th Edition of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Building Code, 248 CMR Fuel
Gas and Plumbing Code, Latest addition of National Fuel Gas Code NFPA 54. The new addition will
include a new storm drainage system to serve all any new roof drains.
The building will include a new 4” domestic water supply which will enter into the facility through boiler
room. Reduced Pressure Backflow Preventer will be provided to the main domestic water supply to
protect the service (per the DEP regulation 310 CMR 22). Potable water will meet both the NSF 61 and
NSF 372 standards for lead free safe drinking water Act. Boiler water feed and make-up, and any other
mechanical system connections will be fed through reduced pressure-principle backflow preventers.
Domestic cold water inside the building will be “L” type copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings.
All cold-water piping will be insulated to prevent condensation.
The facility will include a central hot water system. Two new water heaters will be manifolded together
and connected to the hot water supply piping and will be located in the boiler room. Water heaters will be
high efficiency, and each will include a 130-gallon ASME tank, 550 GPH in capacity similar to A.O Smith
BTH-500. The domestic hot water distribution will have dual temperature hot water supply / recirculation
systems in the building. One system will operate at 140°F and will serve the kitchen dishwasher and 3Compartment sink. The other system will operate at 120°F and will serve the other kitchen appliances,
custodian room sinks, locker room, lavatories and classroom sinks. All lavatory faucets will have
thermostatic mixing valves to temper water supply. Domestic hot water will be distributed in “L” type
copper tube with wrought or cast copper fittings. The hot water (HW) and re-circulating (HWC) piping will
be insulated per IECC 2012.
The surface of the addition roof deck will be drained with dual level promenade drains with the lower
drain bodies flashed into the waterproofing membrane. Roof with parapet wall will have overflow drains.
Overflow drains will be extended to exterior wall with nozzle. The rainwater system will be sized to handle
a rainfall rate of 4 inches per hour, with a total runoff from the main roof and the roof deck of just under 1
cubic foot per second. The storm system will be installed in cast iron piping with all horizontal piping
insulated to prevent condensation. The storm system will exit at various location of the building and
connect to the site storm water collection system.
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The sanitary waste system for the addition will drain by gravity and collect to exit the building by gravity
drainage, connecting to the site sanitary sewer system. A dedicated grease waste line will be installed to
collect grease laden wastewater from the Kitchen appliances and fixtures. The grease line will exit the
building adjacent to the Sanitary Sewer and will be connected to an exterior grease trap outside the
building. Grease traps will be provided at the source for any prep sinks. A new exterior concrete grease
trap structure will be provided to intercept grease laden waste prior connection to site sewer system.
Chamber vents from the exterior grease trap will be routed to the roof independent from the rest of the
sanitary waste. Above slab sanitary drainage and vent will be piped in cast iron with “no-hub” joints (3”
or larger). Piping smaller than 3-inch will be piped in copper. Piping below slab will be weight cast iron
hub and spigot. Art room sinks will be provided with solids interceptors.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations are
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, gas
service will need to be sized appropriately.
Plumbing fixtures will be added in the facility to accommodate population of male students and female
students and will be in accordance with 248 CMR Paragraph 10.10, Table 1. Plumbing fixtures will be
equipped with the following water conserving features (for 30% indoor water use reduction-LEED-V4,
Credit 2). All new and replacement fixture will be as follows:
Water Closet

Urinals

Lavatory

Dual Flush Valve (Sloan
WES-111, 1.6 gpf up and
1.1 gpf down) Or Electronic
sensor 1.28 gpf flush valve
(Sloan 8111-1.28)

Electronic sensor ultra-low
flow flush valve type0.25gpf (Sloan WEUS
1002) Or Water-free
Urinals (Sloan WES-1000)

Sloan Optima ETF-600-electronic sensor
activated, hand washing faucet with
integral spout temperature mixer, 0.5
gpm flow restricting aerator spray head
and field adjustable run time limit setting.

Water closets and urinals will be commercial vitreous china, wall hung (ADA compliant). Lavatories will be
undermount china. Each floor will include a janitor’s closet with a corner mop service basin. Each toilet
core will include alcove-recessed electric water cooler, in a high-low handicapped accessible
configuration to meet MAAB requirements. All toilet and mechanical rooms will include floor drains
complete with trap primers. All art rooms will have self-rimming stainless-steel sinks with gooseneck type
faucets (Chicago#786-GN). Boiler room will include a service sink and emergency eyewash/shower
station at the boiler chemical feed. Plumbing roughing connections and faucets will be provided to each
kitchen appliances requiring plumbing work. Non-freeze wall hydrants will be provided along the exterior
wall of school building.
Fire Protection
The entire facility will be protected throughout with a wet automatic fire suppression system. A fire
department Siamese pumper connection will be provided at the exterior wall near a site hydrant. The fire
department connection will be wall-mounted located per the preference of the Wellesley Fire Department.
The system will be designed in accordance with NFPA Standard 13, 2013, the latest Massachusetts State
Building Code and local jurisdiction. A new 6” fire service from the street will be installed to the fire
service room. The room will have a supervised double check valve assembly backflow preventer and wet
alarm check valve. Sprinklers will be supplied from floor control valve stations, consisting of a monitored
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shut-off valve, flow switch and an Inspector’s test valve and sight glass. Light hazard areas will include
classrooms, corridors, cafeteria, rest rooms, offices, etc. Ordinary hazard group-1 areas of the building
include kitchen, mechanical rooms, electrical rooms, etc.
Sprinkler heads in areas with finished ceilings will be concealed pendant type and in areas with no
suspended ceilings will be upright sprinkler heads. All sprinklers will be quick response heads. Sprinkler
heads in mechanical rooms will be provided with Wire guards.
Fire protection piping will be schedule 40 piping with threaded fittings for piping sized 1½” and smaller.
For sizes larger than 2”, schedule 10 piping with roll grooved fittings and couplings will be provided. All
valves controlling the flow of water will be equipped with supervisory devices that report to the Fire Alarm
system.
Electrical
The Electrical systems for Option 4 are similar to Option 2.
Hazardous Materials
As expected for a building of this age, there are significant hazardous materials present, despite prior
abatement that has occurred over the years. For a detailed report on the materials to be abated, see
Section 4b.14.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 365 students.
This total enrollment and the corresponding space will be provided for by the renovations and additions
proposed as part of this Alternative.
Program Delivery Impediments
The pedagogical requirements of a modern elementary school will be provided for by the renovations and
additions proposed as part of this Alternative.
Schedule Overview
Option 4 would be implemented over 2 years, preceded by the abatement and demolition of portions of
the existing school and followed by 6 to 12 months of final site improvements. Temporary modular
classrooms located on or off site would be utilized to accommodate the demolition and construction. This
Alternative would allow the project to be completed by the start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 4 is:
$48,473,990
The estimated project cost excluding Swing Space for Option 4 is:
$60,592,488
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Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 4 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

Largely renewed school, leveraging the original 1923/25 construction on site for aesthetic and
civic goals.

•

Potential energy conservation and lower operating costs

•

Responsive to current educational programming needs

•

Accommodation of current and future curriculum

•

Space and flexibility is provided for the projected growth in student population

•

Potential for meeting community design and image goals

Cons
•

Swing space is required

•

Loss of efficiency and optimal spatial adjacencies due to retrofit

•

Loss of efficiency due to topography immediately adjacent to the school

•

A portion of the building will be 3-stories

Preliminary Design Program
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New Construction on existing Ernest Upham Elementary school site. Demolition of the entire existing
building after construction of the new two (2) story elementary school.

Option 5 – New Construction at Upham for 240 students. Building for 365 students is shown in white, red hatched areas
are building sections that would not be constructed for the 240-student enrollment, road/parking is shown in gray, field
area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
All new construction sited on the location of the existing Upham Elementary school allows the site
circulation to be improved, details described on the site section below. The configuration of the new
construction will feature a two-story academic building.
The administration will be located near the main entrance offering passive surveillance, and, just off the
main entrance, is the cafetorium and gymnasium, keeping the more public amenities easily accessible.
The music, arts and media center spaces will be located just above, on the second level, keeping the
“community” uses connected.
The building consists of six (6) grade level neighborhood cluster spaces, two classrooms (2) in each
neighborhood cluster and three (3) grades per level. The clusters are organized to provide full integration
of Special Education, SKILLS program and STEAM learning environments, with Maker Space and teacher
support spaces organized around the centrally located neighborhood commons. The neighborhood
commons offers space for collaboration to occur between classrooms as well as gathering space for the
entire grade level. Windows and internal borrowed lights will be placed to allow maximum penetration of
natural light and visual connection between adjacent spaces.
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The gymnasium and cafetorium are in close proximity to the major outside play areas. The dining services
access will be separated from the pick-up/drop-off circulation.
The existing building to be demolished is 36,500 square feet and the new elementary school is
approximately 71,970 square feet.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be designed to meet current life safety codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be new, and designed to meet current accessibility
codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All roofs, walls, windows, doors and systems will be new, and designed to meet current energy codes
and standards.
Site
Site work will include clearing of existing forested area which will include blasting. Existing pavement to
remain will be resurfaced. The portion of the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or
abandoned in place where appropriate, and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
The new building will be sited centrally on the existing site which will require clearing, excavation, and
rock blasting in order to achieve necessary grades. Additional areas of the site will need to be cleared in
order to construct new field areas and parking.
Primary vehicular access to the site will remain from Lowell Road and Wynnewood Road. The one-way
circulation pattern is to remain. The main entrance drive would be a continuation of Lowell Road, followed
by an access drive leading to the building front entrance. A new parking area would be located off of the
main drive adjacent to the building. An additional site access road from Dukes Road would be
constructed connecting to Wynnewood Road. It is anticipated that both driveways would be used for
pick-up and drop-off. The Dukes Road entrance could be restricted to one-way travel into the site during
drop-off as a safety measure. The additional driveway would allow cars to enter and possibly exit the site
via Dukes Road. Additional parking would be added to the northern parking area that could be utilized by
staff. Full separation of parent and bus traffic is not feasible in this scenario. In this scenario, all existing
parking and access drives would need to be demolished and reconstructed as new.
New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. A new fire lane should be assumed to be installed around the building until after further
coordination with the Wellesley Fire Department.
The existing baseball field will be renovated, and accessible paths to it will be constructed as feasible
while minimizing clearing of the wooded area and blasting. The existing field area will no longer be able to
be utilized and new field area will be constructed in front of the site to utilize relatively flat existing grades.
The existing basketball/play court will be removed, and it is possible that a portion of the new parking
Preliminary Design Program
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area or adjacent to it could be converted to a hard-court play surface. The existing play area will be
removed, and the equipment will be relocated elsewhere on the site and appropriate safety surface will
be installed.
New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Existing drainage patterns
will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will be
maintained.
A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Wynnewood Road, from which a 4” domestic
service and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to
connect from Wynnewood Road to Dukes Road and to loop around the new building to the extent
practical. Refer to the Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Wynnewood Road that currently receives the existing site piping.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Lowell Road or Wynnewood Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be
relocated, and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
New primary service will need to be installed to extend to the new building. As Wynnewood Road is the
only adjacent street with 3-phase wiring, the extension will likely have to come from Wynnewood Road as
extending 3-phase service off of the site is not practical. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be
installed in parking areas and along roads. Refer to the Electrical section for Option 2.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural
Structural systems for new construction will be as follows:
New foundation systems will consist of conventional reinforced concrete foundation walls at the
perimeter of the buildings, and isolated reinforced concrete spread footings in the interior. The new
ground-floor level will include a conventional 4” slab-on-grade reinforced with welded wire fabric in the
classroom spaces, 5” slab-on-grade in the common spaces, and a 6” slab- on-grade in the new
mechanical and electrical rooms. The elevator pits will consist of 10” thick reinforced concrete foundation
walls supported on a continuous 12” thick reinforced concrete mat foundation.
Structural floor framing systems for new construction will consist of composite steel beams and girders
framed into wide flange steel or tubular shaped steel columns. Floor construction would be 4 ½ in. normal
weight concrete composite metal deck slab reinforced with welded wire fabric. The weight of the
structural steel is estimated to be 13 psf for the typical framing, which includes columns and diagonal
bracing. A water vapor reducing admixture will be provided in the cast-in-place concrete slabs. All steel
beams and girders will be spray fireproofed. The metal floor deck will not need to be fireproofed.
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New roof framing will consist of wide flange steel beams and girders supported on wide flange or tubular
steel columns. The roof framing will be decked with a galvanized, corrugated 3 in. deep, Type ‘N’ metal
roof. The weight of the structural steel is estimated to be 14 psf. At locations of roof supported
mechanical equipment, a 6 in. thick composite slab will be provided on wide flange structural steel
beams. The weight of the structural steel is estimated to be 15 psf at these locations.
The roof construction in long span areas such as the gymnasium would be cellular acoustic, galvanized,
corrugated 3 in. deep, Type ‘NCAS’ metal roof deck on long span steel joists spanning between wide
flange steel beams and on wide flange or tubular columns. The weight of the steel joists and structural
steel framing is estimated to be 14 psf.
The sizing of the roof decking and framing assumed that the entire roof except at location of the
mechanical equipment would be supporting photovoltaic panels, however, depending on the
arrangement of roof levels and the panels, strengthening, increased sizing, or reduced spacing of
supporting members, additional roof reinforcing, and/or a deeper metal deck may all be required to
support the increased loading or to ease the attachment of the rooftop solar panels.
HVAC
Refer to the description of HVAC Systems in Option 2
Plumbing
Refer to the description of Plumbing Systems in Option 2
Fire Protection
Refer to the description of Fire Protection Systems in Option 2
Electrical
Refer to the description of Electrical Systems in Option 2
Hazardous Materials
All hazardous materials would be abated from the project as required prior to the complete demolition of
the existing building. For a detailed report on the materials to be abated and costs, see Existing
Conditions Section Appendices.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 240 students.
This total enrollment and the corresponding space will be provided for within the new construction of this
Option.
Program Delivery Impediments
The pedagogical requirements of a modern elementary school will be provided for within the new
construction of this Option.
Preliminary Design Program
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School Requirements
All elements of Upham’s curriculum would be accommodated in spaces that meet current standards
within this new construction.
Schedule Overview
Option 5 would be constructed over 2 years, followed by 4 months for the abatement and demolition of
the existing school followed by 4 months of final site improvements. This Option would allow the project
to be completed by the start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 5 is:
$52,155,144
The estimated project cost for Option 5 is:
$65,193,930
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 5 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

All new school

•

Increased energy conservation and lower operating costs

•

Site circulation and parking improved

Cons
•

Does not meet District Educational Plan and population requirements

•

Loss of play field space

•

Value for Cost - requires same amount of site work as the full 365-student enrollment while
accommodating fewer students
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New two (2) story elementary school construction located North of the existing Ernest Upham Elementary
School, and followed by the demolition of the existing school in its entirety.

Option 6 – New Construction at Upham for 365 students. Building is shown in white, road/parking is shown in gray, field
area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
All new construction sited North of the location of the existing Upham Elementary school. The
configuration of the new construction will feature two-story academic building and centrally
located shared spaces, and improved site circulation. The existing school can remain in full operation
during the construction of this new facility. Site work north of the existing school will need to be
completed in advance of new construction to allow the building to be sited as shown, while construction
of site circulation, parking, and field space will be completed after the demolition of existing school is
complete.
Administration will be located near the main entrance offering passive surveillance, and just off the main
entrance is the cafetorium and gymnasium, keeping the more public amenities easily accessible. The
grade level neighborhood classroom clusters are organized to provide full integration of Special
Education and STEAM learning environments, with Maker Space and teacher support spaces organized
around centrally located neighborhood commons for six (6) grade level neighborhood clusters of three (3)
classrooms for each cluster. Neighborhood commons connect the classrooms, offering communal space
for collaboration to occur across classes, and a gathering space for a full grade level. Windows and
internal borrowed lights will be placed to allow maximum penetration of natural light and visual
connection between adjacent spaces.
Preliminary Design Program
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The gymnasium and cafetorium are centrally located and in close proximity to major outdoor play areas.
Dining service access will be separated from the pick-up/drop-off circulation.
The existing building to be demolished is 36,500 square feet and the new elementary school is
approximately 81,270 square feet.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be designed to meet current life safety codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be new, and designed to meet current accessibility
codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All roofs, walls, windows, doors and systems will be new, and designed to meet current energy codes
and standards.
Site
Site work will include clearing of existing forested area which will include blasting. Existing pavement to
remain will be resurfaced. The portion of the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or
abandoned in place where appropriate, and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
The new building will be sited near the middle of the site which will require clearing, excavation, and rock
blasting in order to achieve necessary grades. Additional area of the site would need to be cleared in
order to construct new field area and parking.
Primary vehicular access to the Site will remain from Lowell Road and Wynnewood Road. The one-way
circulation pattern is to remain. The main entrance drive would be a continuation of Lowell Road, followed
by an access drive leading to the building front entrance. A new parking area would be located off this
main drive adjacent to the building. An additional site access road from Dukes Road would be
constructed which would cut through the site and lead to Wynnewood Road. It is anticipated that both
driveways would be used for pick-up and drop-off. The Dukes Road entrance could be restricted to oneway into the site during drop-off as a safety measure. The additional driveway would allow cars to enter
and possibly exit the site via Dukes Road. Additional parking would be added to the northern parking
area that could be utilized by staff. Full separation of parent and bus traffic is not feasible in this scenario.
In this scenario, all existing parking and access drives would need to be demolished and reconstructed
as new.
New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. A new fire lane may be installed around the building depending on direction from the Town.
The existing baseball field will be renovated, and accessible paths to it will be constructed as feasible
while minimizing clearing of the wooded areas and blasting. The existing field area will no longer be able
to be utilized and new field area will be constructed in front of the site to utilize relatively flat existing
grades. The existing basketball/play court will be removed, and it is possible that a portion of the new
parking area or adjacent to it could be converted to a hard-court play surface. The existing play area will
be removed, and the equipment will be relocated elsewhere on the site and appropriate safety surface
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will be installed. Due to the larger population, additional play area may be desired and would be installed
near the relocated existing equipment.
New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Existing drainage patterns
will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will be
maintained.
A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Wynnewood Road, from which a 4” domestic
service and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to
connect from Wynnewood Road to Dukes Road and to loop around the new building to the extent
practical. Refer to the Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Wynnewood Road that currently receives the existing site piping.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Lowell Road or Wynnewood Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be
relocated, and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
New primary service will need to be installed to extend to the new building. As Wynnewood Road is the
only adjacent street with 3-phase wiring, the extension will likely have to come from Wynnewood Road as
extending 3-phase service off the site is not practical. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be
installed in parking areas and along roads. Refer to the Electric section for Option 2.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural
Refer to the structural framing systems of Option 5.
HVAC
Refer to the description of Plumbing Systems in Option 2.
Plumbing
Refer to the description of Plumbing Systems in Option 2.
Fire Protection
Refer to the description of Fire Protection Systems in Option 2.
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Electrical
The Electrical systems for Option 6 are similar to Option 2.
Hazardous Materials
All hazardous materials would be abated from the project as required prior to the complete demolition of
the existing building. For a detailed report on the materials to be abated and costs, see Existing
Conditions Section Appendices.
Capacity Constraints
The capacity noted in the MSBA Enrollment Projection indicates a base design capacity of 365 students.
This total enrollment and the corresponding space will be provided for within the new construction of this
Option.
Program Delivery Impediments
There are no program delivery impediments associated with this option.
Schedule Overview
Option 6 would be implemented over 2 years; construction requires early site clearances and ledge
removal. Completion of the new school is followed by the abatement and demolition of the existing
school building and followed by 4 to 6 months of final site improvements. This Option would allow the
project to be completed by start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 6 is:
$56,802,486
The estimated project cost for Option 6 is:
$71,003,108
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 6 are summarized as follows:
Pros
•

Completely new school

•

Potential for energy conservation and lower operating costs

•

Responsive to current educational programming needs

•

Full accommodation of current and future curriculum

•

Space and flexibility are provided for the projected growth in student population

•

Potential for meeting community design and image goals

Cons
•
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New two (2) story elementary school construction in the center of the Hardy Elementary School site,
preceded by demolition and site clearing of the three (3) residential properties along Route 9, and
followed by demolition of Hardy Elementary School additions to facilitate construction of site circulation,
parking, and field space. In this scenario, the original 1923 school building on Weston Rd. would remain and be
in makesafe and weather tight condition. The School Committee would need to determine the future use of
the original building.

Option 7a – New Construction at Hardy for 365 students. Building is shown in white, road/parking is shown in gray,
field area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.
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Option 7b – New Construction at Hardy for 365 students. Building is shown in white, road/parking is
shown in gray, field area is shown in green, and play area is shown in tan.

Description
All new construction sited on the location of the existing Hardy Elementary School. The configuration of
the new construction will feature two-story academic wings and centrally located shared spaces all
located on the existing baseball field and playground on the North side of the existing tree line. The
existing Hardy school can remain in full operation during the construction of this new facility, staff and
students will be restricted to lower fields and playgrounds for outdoor recreation. This option is
accessible from both Route 9 and Weston Road.
Administration will be located near the main entrance offering passive surveillance, and just off the main
entry is the cafetorium and gymnasium, keeping the more public amenities easily accessible. The grade
level neighborhood classroom clusters are organized to provide full integration of Special Education and
STEAM learning environments, with Maker Space and teacher support spaces organized around centrally
located neighborhood commons for six (6) grade level neighborhood clusters of three (3) classrooms for
each cluster. Neighborhood commons offer connect the classrooms, offering community space for
collaboration to occur between classes and gathering space for entire grade levels. Windows and internal
borrowed lights will be placed to allow maximum penetration of natural light and visual connection
between adjacent spaces.
The gymnasium and cafetorium are centrally located and in close proximity to major outdoor play areas.
Dining service access will be separated from the pick-up/drop-off circulation.
Construction of a new two-story elementary school on the existing Hardy Elementary school site in this
location minimizes phasing. This allows the entire school to remain in operation during construction,
eliminating the need for any temporary classrooms. This option includes the relocation of the softball
fields, playgrounds, and parking after the demolition of the existing Hardy school occurs. The demolition
of the Hardy school will not include the original 1923 school building, which will remain under School
Committee jurisdiction in a make-safe and weather tight condition. The future use of the original 1923
Hardy school is to be determined. The existing building additions to be demolished totals approximately
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36,500 square feet, the original building to be maintained is 15,118 square feet, and the new elementary
school is approximately 81,270 square feet.
Life Safety Code Compliance
All spaces and systems will be designed to meet current life safety codes and standards.
Accessibility Code Limitations
All spaces, systems, fixtures and equipment will be new, and designed to meet current accessibility
codes and standards.
Energy Code Compliance
All roofs, walls, windows, doors and systems will be new, and designed to meet current energy codes
and standards.
Site
Site work will include demolition of existing field area, pavement, and play structures, and clearing of
existing trees and vegetation. All site features associated with the existing residential properties will also
have to be removed. Existing pavement to remain will be demolished and reconstructed. The portion of
the existing site utilities being replaced will either be removed or abandoned in place where appropriate,
and the remaining existing utilities will be re-used.
Vehicular access to the site will remain from Weston Road and Hardy Road. The main entrance drive from
Hardy Road would be extended to connect to Route 9 north of the site. This would require clearing of
mature vegetated areas and earthwork to establish acceptable grades. This driveway could operate as a
one-way into the site during pick-up and drop-off times. The new access drive would service as pick-up
and drop-off in front of the school and could be widened to accommodate such use. The parking area
north of the school would remain, however, with the reuse of a portion of the existing building it is
assumed only some of the existing parking spaces would be used for the new school. Additional parking
would be construction along the access drive west of the new school and near the new Route 9 entrance.
The parking near Route 9 could be utilized for staff parking. As there is only one access drive in front of
the school it would not be possible to segregate parent and bus traffic. In this scenario, all existing
parking and access drives would need to be demolished and reconstructed as new.
New pedestrian walkways and plazas will be constructed to meet current accessibility codes and
standards. This would include pathways connecting the new parking areas and play areas, as well as a
path connecting the new school to the existing parking area.
The existing softball field will no longer be able to be used and additional area of the site would need to
be altered to install a new field. Existing play structures would need to be relocated on the site and
accessible paths to them will be constructed. The existing basketball/play court will need to be relocated
on the site. The surface of the wood fiber playground will be renovated, or the play structures will be
located to a new area on site with appropriate safety surface material. Additional play area of some type
could be desired due to the larger school population and this would require altering some open space to
install equipment.
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New stormwater management infrastructure will be installed to comply with Massachusetts Stormwater
Standards and Town of Wellesley bylaws. Infrastructure will likely consist of new catch basins, manholes,
and a combination of low impact development stormwater infiltration, retention, and treatment facilities.
Existing infrastructure will be replaced to comply with stormwater standards. Some existing structures
may need to be relocated on the site in areas where field and play areas are altered. Existing drainage
patterns will be matched to the extent practicable, and rates of discharge to the Town infrastructure will
be maintained.

A new 8” water line will be installed from the water main in Hardy Road, from which a 4” domestic service
and a 6” fire protection service will feed the new building. The 8” water line is anticipated to connect from
Hardy Road to Route 9 and to loop around the new building to the extent practical. Refer to the
Plumbing and Fire Protection Sections.
The existing sanitary sewer system on-site will likely be removed in its entirety and replaced with new
gravity-based pipes and manholes. We anticipate connecting the new sewer system to the existing
manhole in Hardy Road that currently receives the existing site piping. Some existing structures that are
on site which service surrounding properties may need to be relocated to avoid conflicts with new
construction.
The Town has stated a goal for a NetZero(Ready) building. Therefore, additional conversations will be
required to determine if and what gas service should be provided. Based on these conversations, the size
and capacity of the existing gas service will be determined to confirm the need for a new gas line fed
from either Weston Road or Hardy Road. A portion of the existing gas service may need to be relocated,
and a new gas meter with pad will be installed.
It is anticipated that new primary and secondary services will need to be installed due to the location of
the new school on the site. A new transformer may also be needed and would be situated close to the
new building. Depending on the final location of the transformer, primary service could be brought to the
school from either Route 9 or Hardy Road. New site light poles with LED fixtures will also be installed in
parking areas and along roads. Refer to the Electric section.
The existing irrigation system for the fields would need to be relocated and reinstalled to cover relocated
and new field areas.
Structural
Refer to the structural framing systems of Option 5 for the new construction.
HVAC
Refer to the description of Plumbing Systems in Option 2.
Plumbing
Refer to the description of Plumbing Systems in Option 2
Fire Protection
Refer to the description of Fire Protection Systems in Option 2.
Electrical
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Preliminary Evaluation of Alternatives

Refer to the description of the Electrical systems in Option 2.
Hazardous Materials
All hazardous materials would be abated from the project as required prior to the complete demolition of
the existing building. For a detailed report on the materials to be abated and costs, see Existing
Conditions Section Appendices.
Capacity Constraints
Refer to the description of Capacity Constraints associated with Option 6.
Program Delivery Impediments
Refer to the description of Program Delivery Impediments associated with Option 6.
School Requirements
Refer to the description of School Requirements associated with Option 6.
Schedule Overview
Option 7 would be implemented over 2 years followed by the abatement and demolition of the existing
school (1923/25 sections excluded) and 6 to 8 months of final site improvements. This Option would
allow the project to be occupied by start of the 2024/2025 school year.
Cost Overview
The estimated construction cost for Option 7 is:
$55,685,433
The estimated project cost for Option 7 is:
$69,606,791
Conclusion
The Pros and Cons of Option 7 are similar to those of Option 6, with the following additions:
Pros
•

All new structure meeting all district goals and educational planning requirements including 365
student population.

Cons
•

Partial demolition and making safe for the 1923/25 building required

•

Added site cost for larger site, field program, etc.

•

Location relative to busy Route 9 and traffic concerns

Preliminary Design Program
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Overall Conclusions
The addition/renovation alternative (Option 4) and new construction alternatives (Options 6 & 7) best meet
the project goals and educational program. At the outset of the Preferred Schematic Report (PSR) the
building committee will explore these alternatives to allow program, schedule, phasing, building
configuration and cost efficiencies for each of these alternatives to be studied further, leading to a
preferred alternative.
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Wellesley - Ernest F. Upham
PDP Cost Estimate Matrix
12/18/2019
SMMA No. 19106

Construction Cost

Soft Costs

Project Cost

Swing Space
(Modulars +
Utilities)

1. Upham: Base Repair

$12,974,502

$3,243,626

$16,218,128

$7,000,000

TBD

2. Upham: Renovation & Addition (240 students)

$44,049,746

$11,012,437

$55,062,183

$7,000,000

TBD

3. Upham: Renovation & Addition (365 students)

$47,877,557

$11,969,389

$59,846,946

$7,000,000

TBD

4. Hardy: Renovation & Addition (365 students)

$48,473,990

$12,118,498

$60,592,488

$7,000,000

TBD

5. Upham: New Construction (240 students)

$52,155,144

$13,038,786

$65,193,930

$0

TBD

6. Upham: New Construction (365 students)

$56,802,486

$14,200,622

$71,003,108

$0

TBD

7. Hardy: New Construction (365 students)

$55,685,433

$13,921,358

$69,606,791

$0

TBD

Options

P:\2019\19106\09-COST\PDP Estimates\19106_PDP Cost Estimate Matrix.xlsx

Off-Site
Improvements

17 5 Derby St., Suite 5, Hin gh am, MA 0204 3
TEL: (781) 749-7272 ● FAX: (7 81) 740 -2652
ptim@amfogarty.com

A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
December 18, 2019

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
GRAND SUMMARY
OPTION 1 - BASE REPAIR UPHAM

$12,974,502

OPTION 2 - RENOVATION & ADDITION UPHAM ( 240 ST )

$44,049,746

OPTION 3 - RENOVATION & ADDITION UPHAM ( 365 ST )

$47,877,557

OPTION 5 - NEW CONSTRUCTION UPHAM ( 240 ST )

$52,155,144

OPTION 6 - NEW CONSTRUCTION UPHAM ( 365 ST )

$56,802,486

OPTION 4 - RENOVATION & ADDITION HARDY ( 365 ST )

$48,473,990

OPTION 7 - NEW CONSTRUCTION HARDY ( 365 ST )

$55,685,433

ALTERNATE OPT 7 TO RETAIN PORTION OF EXISITNG HISTORIC BUILDING:
OPTION 7A - NEW CONSTRUCTION HARDY ( 365 ST )
$55,610,793
HARDY EXISTING SCHOOL:
MOTHBALL BUILDING
DEMOLISH BUILDING

$229,545
$459,090

UPHAM EXISTING SCHOOL:
MOTHBALL BUILDING
DEMOLISH BUILDING

$182,500
$365,000

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 1 - BASE REPAIR
ERNEST F UPHAM

GSF

COST
PER S.F.

0

$0.00

36,500

$150.00

ADDITION
RENOVATION

TOTAL

$5,475,000

SITE COST

$500,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$363,760
TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point )

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

--------------$6,338,760
$950,814
$218,687
$583,166

$160,000

$3,840,000
$357,943
$0
$368,681
$316,451
--------------$12,974,502
$355.47
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 2 - RENOVATION & ADDITION
GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

ADDITION

50,167

$360.00

$18,060,120

RENOVATION

22,963

$225.00

$5,166,675

BUILDING DEMOLITION

13,518

$10.00

$135,180

ERNEST F UPHAM

SITE COST

$4,000,000

LEDGE REMOVAL

$1,000,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$363,760
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $28,725,735

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$4,308,860
$991,038
$2,642,768

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,215,252
$0
$1,251,710
$1,074,384
--------------$44,049,746
$602.35
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 3 - RENOVATION & ADDITION
GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

ADDITION

57,827

$360.00

$20,817,720

RENOVATION

22,963

$225.00

$5,166,675

BUILDING DEMOLITION

13,518

$10.00

$135,180

ERNEST F UPHAM

SITE COST

$4,000,000

LEDGE REMOVAL

$1,000,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$363,760
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $31,483,335

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$4,722,500
$1,086,175
$2,896,467

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,320,854
$0
$1,360,480
$1,167,745
--------------$47,877,557
$592.62
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 5 - NEW CONSTRUCTION
ERNEST F UPHAM
NEW CONSTRUCTION

GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

71,970

$360.00

$25,909,200

SITE COST

$7,000,000

LEDGE REMOVAL

$1,000,000

BUILDING DEMOLITION

36,500

$8.00

$292,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$363,760
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $34,564,960

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$5,184,744
$1,192,491
$3,179,976

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,438,865
$0
$1,482,031
$1,272,077
--------------$52,155,144
$724.68
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 6 - NEW CONSTRUCTION
ERNEST F UPHAM
NEW CONSTRUCTION

GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

81,270

$360.00

$29,257,200

SITE COST

$7,000,000

LEDGE REMOVAL

$1,000,000

BUILDING DEMOLITION

36,500

$8.00

$292,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$363,760
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $37,912,960

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$5,686,944
$1,307,997
$3,487,992

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,567,077
$0
$1,614,089
$1,385,426
--------------$56,802,486
$698.94
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 4 - RENOVATION & ADDITION
GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

ADDITION

63,368

$360.00

$22,812,480

RENOVATION

19,583

$225.00

$4,406,175

BUILDING DEMOLITION

26,326

$8.00

$210,608

3

$12,000.00

$36,000

JOHN D. HARDY

RESIDENCE DEMOLITION
SITE COST

$4,000,000

HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$447,750
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $31,913,013

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$4,786,952
$1,100,999
$2,935,997

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,337,309
$0
$1,377,428
$1,182,292
--------------$48,473,990
$584.37
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 7 - NEW CONSTRUCTION
JOHN D. HARDY
NEW CONSTRUCTION

GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

81,270

$360.00

$29,257,200

SITE COST
BUILDING DEMOLITION

$7,000,000
45,909

$8.00

$367,272

3

$12,000.00

$36,000

RESIDENCE DEMOLITION
HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$447,750
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $37,108,222

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$5,566,233
$1,280,234
$3,413,956

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,536,259
$0
$1,582,347
$1,358,181
--------------$55,685,433
$685.19
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A.M. Fogarty

& Assoc., Inc.

“Construction Cost Consultants”

STUDY COST ESTIMATE
PDP - HARDY/UPHAM Elementary School
Wellesley, MA
18-Dec-19
Designer: SMMA

OPTION 7A - NEW CONSTRUCTION
JOHN D. HARDY
NEW CONSTRUCTION

GSF

COST
PER S.F.

TOTAL

81,270

$360.00

$29,257,200

SITE COST
BUILDING DEMOLITION

$7,000,000
31,350

$10.00

$313,500

3

$12,000.00

$36,000

RESIDENCE DEMOLITION
HAZARDOUS WASTE REMOVAL

$447,750
--------------TOTAL DIRECT COST (estimated to mid-point ) $37,054,450

DESIGN CONTINGENCY
CONSTRUCTION (GMP ) CONTINGENCY
ESCALATION ( bid fall 2021 )
CM CHPTR 149A
GENERAL CONDITIONS
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
BUILDING PERMIT
P&P BOND & INSURANCE
CM FEE

15%
3%
8%

24

MOS
3.0%
0%
3%
2.5%

TOTAL COST
COST PER SF

Prepared by: A. M. Fogarty & Associates, Inc.
HARDY ELEM WELLESLY PDP STUDY 12 -1912/18/201912:58 PM

$5,558,168
$1,278,379
$3,409,009

$160,000

$3,840,000
$1,534,200
$0
$1,580,226
$1,356,361
--------------$55,610,793
$684.27
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